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MOUNT VERNON. OHIO: THURSDAY, JULY 29, 1897.

NO. 13.

VOL LXI.

. ^THE SUN’S HEAT
ARRQW POISON.
Explanation
thb Yiocdss A,;, stantThe Apache Testa Ha Efficacy
ly Going On.
His Squaw.

HI HI) SHOOTING.
Upon

[Popular Astronomy.J

Astronomer® afe now pretty generally
convinced that the surface matter of the
sun is largely -cir|x»n in a ai-hd etite,
rendered incandescent by intense heat,
and that, therefore, the sun’s lightis es
sentially the ?an0e ai thMdf a£ Middle, a
wood lire or an electric light. This
theory of the soter ljghurajli|tyjh is very
succinctly presented by Prof. Corrigan,
as follows:
a | { 5
That one of the principal fllntents of
the sun’s surface matter, or photosphere,
is carbon in a state of line division, and
sinlilaf to lampblack, is made apparent
by a consideration of the following facts.
Th4 specjrorfo^ has clearly indicated
that tlieTii atterof the solar photosphere
whence the sun’s light emanates, is in
candescent and-Rolid; and, while the in
ternal temperature of the sun is accord
ing to the most trustworthy determina
tions, nearly 17,000 .degrees Fahrenheit,
the surface temperature, or that of the
photosphere, is .6,800 degrees Fahrenheit,
and tho only known element which can
exist in the solid state, even at this lower
temperature, is carbon.
According to this hypothesis, all the
internal matter of the sun, being at a
temperature of 17,000 degrees Fahren
heit, is gaseous—although highly com
pressed—and, being so, is comparatively
dark. But this matter, rising in convec
tion currents to the surface, is cooled to
the surface temperature, and the parti
cles of carbon then becoming solid and
higlily incandescent,constitute the photo
sphere, or luminous shell, which sur
rounds the more highly heated, but
darker internal matter of the sun. The
solid, incandescent particle of carbon,
descending in streams toward the highly
heated interior of the sun, are there
again vaporized by the internal heart
and again rise to the surface of the tolar
globe. -In this process of circulation the
streams of descending luminous carbon
dust constitute,according to this hypoth
esis, the long, bright filaments which
are the distinctive features of the pen
umbra of a sun-spot, the umbra, or
black portion of the spot being due to
the darker, though more highly heated,
internal matter or nucleus of the sun.

poor flour.
Moral: You can’t get the best out of anything unless

the best is in it;

and the best has to be put in before

it can be taken out.

Now, we have a rule to test those

sarsaparillas with a big “ best ” on the bottle.

us what’s

you and we’ll decide for ourselves

put in

about the best.’’
parillas say:

That’s fair.

tion ;

But these modest sarsa

we can’t tell.

“Oh!

in the label.’’

faith

“ Tell

. . . Stop !

It’s a secret.

Have

There s one excep

one sarsaparilla that has no secret to hide.

It’s

If you want to know what goes into Ayer’s

Ayer’s.

Sarsaparilla, ask your doctor to write for the formula.

Then you can satisfy yourself that you get the best of

the sarsaparilla argument when you get Ayer’s.
Any doubt left? Get the “ Curebook.”
It kills doubts but cv es doubters.
Address: J. C. Ayer Cv., Lowell, Mass.
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PRICE

OF

SPRING and SUMMER

f >

II TUr-ls,
>e no time fa given train* do notatop

to*.'4 aud 8 carry Parlor Cara between Cleve
land nun Cincinnati, Fare 23 cent* between
Clevelail and Colombo*, or intermediate sta
tions; Mlfenta between (Cleveland and Cincinnati,
or intermediate atatioBa,Sooth ot Columbus.
Nos. 2y and 8H. carry Vdhtitmled Sleeping Cara
betweoa .Cleveland and Cincinnati.
No-27Jinan Local Veatibuled Sleeper between
ColnmbtiS and Cleveland, and can he occnpied
by pnHMiMcera after 9:00 p. ni. at the Wcat end of
the Uoibi Depot.
No. 2Haauin Local VSetihuled Sleeper between
ClevelmM and Colombo*. Thia Sleeper rtrrivee at
(iolnmbH atztlB a. m. and Is set at the Fast end
of Union,Depot. Passengers can occupy their
bertha tufti 1 7 :00 a. m.
No. 28 will atop to lot off passenger* South of
Mt. Verdon.
For auy information address
J. E. Hannroan,

Or,
Uen'l

Aaa’t Gen’t Pass. Agent,
C. F. DALY.

Pass. Agent, Cleveland,Ohio

The Coast Line to MACKINAC

Summer is rapidly passing.

our custom to carry goods over.

It is not

Prefer to

give you irresistable bargains that will sure
ly sell the goods.

*—TAKE THE—•

Every thing will go during

the

next 30 days regardless of
MACKINAC
DETROIT
PETOSKEY
CHICAGO

New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Orestest Perfection yet attained In
Boat Construction Luxurious Equipment.
Artistic Furnishing, Decoration and Effic
ient Service, insuring the highest degree ot

COMFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY
Four Trips pcr Week Between

Toledo, Detroit and Mackinac
PETOSKEY, “THE SOO,” MARQUETTE
ANO DULUTH.

LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and
Return, including Heals and berths. From
Cleveland. $18» from Toledo, lij; Irom
Detroit, S13.SO-

cost to

make room for our

early fall arrivals.
Men’s, Boys’ and Children’s Suits <Uid
Single Garments—all are being offered for
about the cost of making.

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE.

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest
Trains for all pointe East. South and south
west and at Detroit for all points North aud
Northwest.

Sunday Trips June, July. August and Sept Only

Don’t miss this opportunity to obtain
goods at such low figures that no other store

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cleveland, Put-in-Bay^Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address
A. A. 8CHANTZ. a. a. a.. OBTROIT. MICH.

can or will attempt to duplicate.

Tie Detroit 1 Cleveland Sieam kw. to.

Nerverine Pills
The great
remedy for
nervous prost ration and
all nervous
diseases of th»:
________
___
generative orukfokk aMI) AFTtit usiKU.* gans of eithet
rfx, such as Nervous Prostration, Failing or
lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emis
sions, Youthful Errors, Mental Worry, ex
cessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
per box by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00.

MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO., Propi, Cleveland, Ohio.
Sold by Ed. Dever West Side Public Square.

A NEW IDEA.
iris Who Give Gold Models of Their
Ijittle Fingers.
[New York Sun.]

“Do the girls here give gold models of
their little finger to their fiances?” asked
the Western girl of the Gothamite.
Heavens, no!”answered the Gotham
ite. “It seems to me that that is a
rather grewsorne souvenir.”
Not at all,” answered the Western
girl. “It is decidely dainty, and I’m a
little surprised that Now York is so far
behind the times. The fad started in
this way. When the daughter of one
of our big Western politicians was six
months’ old, he had a model of her
little finger cast in gold. Around the
little dun pled digit is a ring of turquoise,
which is her birthstone, and it makes a
lovely charm for her betrothed’s watch
chaiu. He valued it so much that it
set other men to thinking,and the result
that as soon as a girl wraps one of
these chaps around her own little linger
fficiently for a proposal to follow, he
;imediately insists up a gold facsimile
the flesh and blood original. It is a
pretty conceit, and is being followed by
every Westener who is iu subjection to
somebody’s little tiger.”

*

*
1

Shoppers and Bayers at Retail Must Expect to Pay
Higher Prices For Almost Every Article
of Daily Consumption.
—

Washington, July 24.—In the domain
of the House and Home the duties of
the new Tariff bill will begin with
kindling wood and end with the shingles
on the roof. The duty on kindling
ood has been placed at three-tenths of
cent on bundles of the size of onefourth of a cubic foot and it increases
three-tenths of a cent for each addition
al quarter of a cubic foot.
The coal which is to he used will have
duty of 67 cente a ton. Under the Wil
son law it is 40 cents a ton. Tin pans
and cups have an additional duty. The
rate on tin plates haa been increased
from 1-5 to A cent per pound to the
manufacturer. The duty on cheap
brown or yellow earthenware has been
increased from 20 to 25 per cent.
Chinaware has an increased duty of
25 per cent., being raised from 35 to GO
per cent. Besides, two new classlications have been placed on the dutiable
list. On pressed glaas the duty has been
increased from 40 per cent, under the
Wilson law to GO per cent. On cut glass
the increase has been 15 per cent., from
35 to GO per cent. Decanters, etc., have
an increased duty of from 40 to GO per
cent. All the table cutlery hears an in
creased burden, the duty having been
hanged from 35 per cent, under the
Wilson law to 45 per cent.
MORE DUTY ON ALI. FURNITURE.

classes and the minimum duty charged
is 54.63 per cent. All her needles, knit
ting or sewing machine, will cost her
more. For the past three years the du
ty on these articles was 25 per cent; now
it is 35. The pins she uses will cost
more, All kinds of pins have been
stuck into a paragraph aud a couple of
new clauses made. Under the Wilson
law, the duty was 25 per cent., but this
duty has been raised to 35 per cent, un
der the new law. All her spool thread
will cost more, for the duty on all cot
ton spool thread has been raised 1 cent
a dozen, while on the linen thread it has
been raised 10 per cent.
COTTON CLOTH WILL BE HIGHER.

On cotton cloth, one of tho most wide
ly used articles in woman’s realm, the
new tariff bill has been most craftily
drawn. On a large proportion of the
various grades the rates are the same as
under the Wilson law. But few changes
were made in rates, but many changes
have been made in classification, and
these make the actual difference very
wide. As many as twenty-seven new
classes have been added to this division
of the cotton schedule.
All cotton plushes, velvets, velveteens,
etc., will now cost the woman 34 per
cent, more than under tho Wilson law.
The rate has been raised from 40 per
cent, to 74.G7 per cent. The classifica
tions have not been changed, but the
duties have been increased in each case.
All woolen plushes have boen increased
from 40 per cent, to rates that run from
88 to 147 per cent. Silk plushes, velvets
ajd chenilles fare equally as badly. In
every classification the rates . have been
increased. The increases range from
15 to 30 per cent. So the shopper can
prepare to take that much more money
with her when she starts out to procure
her winter outfit.

Great Sport Awaiting tlie Hunter
Who Invades Central Africa,
(New York Sun.]

There is a great sport awaiting the
wildfowl hunters who press across the
dry deserts of the North Kalahari to the
Botleth or Lake River, os it is usually
called. Tnis is where the pelicans, fla
mingoes, ibises, storks, cranes, herons,
fishing eagles, jaconos, coots, rails and
other aquatic birds unknown to most
sportmen rub bills with ducks, geese,
pidgeons and teal in countless hosts, of
fering bird shooting the like of which
can scarcely be found elswhere.
The water fowl of South Central Af
rica when the Botleth overflows during
the dry season, as it does every year from
April to August, gather in the great
marshes. There are also side shots to
he taken daily with rifles at giraffes,
wild beest, gemsbok, springbok, and
other desert and woods creatures. The
camp is made in an open grove of camelthorn and motjeerie trees on a piece of
rising ground. Near by is a big lsgoou,
and at daybreak wild goese tell the
hunters to get up, which the hunters do,
with loaded guns. A little sneak, which
need not be too carefully made, brings
the shooters within range, and geese fall
flopping to the ground before the sun
rises.
Rare lechive—a kind of water birch
—may be seen occasionally on still hunt
ing expeditions.
Near lagoons Egyptian geese, black
and , white spur-winged geese, knob-billed
geese, yellow-billet! ducks, red-billed teal,
capi widgeon, widow tree ducks, dark
brown African sochardM, avocetes and
lean plover may be seen gathered on or
about the water with other birds as
beautiful and as game. A shot puts them
to flight, and for hours one may shoot
them as they come and go in screaming
flocks, as one may travel from lagoon to
lagoon and shoot with no interval of
waiting for the game. It is all warm
weather shooting, with no cold rains to
chill one.
There Is a Class of People

Who are injured by the use of coflee.
Recently there hr s been placed in all
the grocery stores a new preparation
called GRAIN-O, made of pure grains,
that takes the place of coffee. The
most delicate stomach receives it with
out distress, and but few can tell it from
coffee. It does not cost over ] as much.
Children may drink it with great bene
fit. 15 cts. and 25 cts. per package.
Try it. Ask for GRAIN-0.

&AKlflG
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
.Celebrated for its great leavening
strength and healthfolneaa. Assures the
food against alum and all forms of adul
teration common to the cheap brands.
ROYAL UAKINU POWIlKII CO.,

NEW

YORK.

Hiding on the Platform.

A man went into a Pennsylvania
Court recently with a suit against a rail
road company for putting him off a
train. He claimed that he took a seat
upon tlie platform because he had only
a short distance to go and it was not
worth his while to rule inside. The con
ductor told him it was against the rules
to ride outside upon a platform and he
must either ride inside or bo put off.
lie refused and was ejected from tho
train. Then he brought suit. The
company contended it was his duty to
prevent accidents and it was therefore
its duty to forbid passengers from riding
on the platforms. The Court held the
rule to be a reasonable one aud sustain
ed the company.
It Was Evident.

“She savs it’s her first summer at the
seashore.”
“It was unnecessary for her to men
tion the fact. All of the rest of the girls
knew it.”
Made some fearful blunder, has
she?”
“Well, I should think so. Why, she
actually wore her bathing suit into the
"•ater.”

At Live and Let Live Prices MOTHER’S FRIEND
7Y. R. SIPE,

........

A.M.

North Bound.

Central Time
------ -W—»-*

STYLE AND FIT CORRECT.

Tho Apache Indian procures the
poison for his arrow from the live rattle
snake. In August, when the rattler is
bloated with poisou and lies yellow and
sluggish iu the sands of the desert, tlie
warrior places the heart or liver of a
freshly killed deer within stricking dis
tance-ot the deadly reptile. His snakeship resents the presence of the curious
object and sinks his fangs into it again
and again. In a few moments the heart
or liver will take on a purplish black
hu?, and then it is hung in the sun until
is ready to drop to pieces in its put
ridity. If the Apache feels like testing
the quality of the poison he runs his
stick into the poisoned meat, calls his
squaw and makes her gash her leg or
arm until the blood runs. Into the flow
ing blood the stick is then thrust. If
the venom is in the right condition the
blood fairly burns up, changing in a
short time into a dry powder. The
squaw has to look out for her own safety,
because the poison will follow’ up the
current of flowing blood, and she must
prevent its reaching the wound. If it
does so ■she is done for.

S UP GOES THE ... S
COST OF LIVING. S

The duty on all furniture has been
raised from 22 per cent, to 35. Marbel
mantels have an additional duty of fif
Indigestion is often taken for con
teen cents, the duty being raised from
sumption. The word consumption
50 to 65 cents per cubic foot. Ten per
means wasting away, and dyspeptics
cent, additional has been laid on all
often waste away as badly as consump
curtains and table covers made of cotton
tives.
chenille, and the same additional rate is
The reason people waste away is be
laid on curtains made of other ma
cause either they don’t get enough to cat,
terials. Table damask has an added
In alluding to the fact that Kansas or they don’t digest what they do eat.
duty of five per cent., being raised from
City’s population has increased 12,000 in
If the latter is your trouble, take
one year, the Star asks: “Who did it?” Shaker Digestive Cordial. This will help
35 to 40 per cent, and pillow shams and
A possible explanation recalls the re
of the Mother shapes the course
other bed coverings are specially pro
HOSIERY PRICES GOING UP.
mark of a Republican statesman who you to digest your food and stop your
of unborn generations—goes
vided for. Blankets are divided into a
Hosiery is going to cost a nfoe little tried to account for the Democratic tidal loss of flesh.
sounding through all
the
number of dutiable classes, a id the rate
which followed the enactment of Shaker Digestive Cordial is made from
sum
hereafter. All cotton hosiery will wave
ages and enters the confines of
McKinley law of 1890. “The women herbs, barks and the juices of fruit, by
has been increased from 29 per cent,
have an additional 20.46 per cent, tacked did it,” he said.—Galveston News.
Eternity. With what care, thereunder the Wilson law to an average be
the well-known Shakere at Mount Le
to the price. Under the new law the
forershould the Expectant Moth
tween 75 and 80 per cent.
banon. It possesses great tonic and di
duty imposed is 70.46 per cent. All silk
Shake Into Your Shoes
er be guarded, and how great the
WALL PAPER AND BROOMS HIGHER.
gestive powers.
hosiery will cost an additional 10 per
effort be to ward off danger and
REINAKNATION
Allen’s Foot-Ease, a powder for the
On paper hangings the rate is 5 per
Shaker Digestive Cordial has cured
make her life joyous and happy.
cent., for the new law places the duty at feet. It cures painful, swollen, smart
Of Lincoln Seen in the National cent, greater than under the Wilson law,
many suppoeed consumptives (who
60 per cent, inbtead of 50 as under the ing feet and instantly takes the sting out
House—Excitement He Created.
where it was 20 per cent. Brooms are
were really dyspeptics), by simply help
Wilson law.
of corns and bunions. It’s the greatest ing their stomachs to digest their food,
on the dutiable list at 40 per cent., an
[Washington 8tar.]
Cotton underwear does not escape. comfort discovery of the age. Allen’s
In the gallery on Saturday last there increase of 20 per cent., and feather Under the Wilson law only shirts and Foot-Ease makes tight-fitting or new thus giving them nourishment and new
allays all
dusters have an increased duty of 5 per
strength. Nervous sat a man who attracted more attention cent., the present rate being 40 per cent. drawers were on the dutiable list, and shoes feel easy. It is a certain cure for
Sold by druggists. Trial bottles 10
than
would
have
been
accorded
the
ness, re
these at the general rate of 50 per cent. sweating, callous and hot, tired, aching
All
manufactures
of
willow
bear
an
ad

cents.
lieves the President of the United fHatet had he ditional duty of 15 per cent., beiDg in- Now to shirts and drawers are added feet. Try it to-day. Sold by all drug
Headache walked into the seat set aside for him in
vests, uuion suit6, combination suits, gists and shoe stores. By mail for 25
Freddy’s Query.
Cramps, the House gallery. The man, who was cyoed from 25 to 40 per cent.
tights, sweaters, corset covers and all cents in stamps. Trial package free.
Freddie
—
It’s always in damp places
The
lumber
which
would
go
to
make
and Nau sublimely unconscious of the curiosity
underwear of every description, and the Address, Allen S. Olmsted, Lq Roy, N. Y. where mushrooms grow isn’t it, papa?
of
the
people
about
him,
was
the
abso

house
has
been
taken
from
the
free
sea, and so lute counterpart of Abraham Lincoln.
Papa—Yes, my boy.
duty is placed at 65 per cent. Nothing
Freddie—Is that the reason they look
fully pre A lady, who sat beside a Star reporter, list of the Wilson bill, and the rates in the shape of cotton underwear can
A
conference
of
men
and
women
in

like umbrellas, papa?
pares the and who had known the liberator well, now range from $1 per thousand feet to escape that 15 per cent, raise.
terested in the great social, hygienic and
system that Childbirth is made easy almost fainted when this man crossed $3.05 when planed on both sides.
Flannels for underwear fare still philanthropic questions pertaining to
Au Opportunity You Now Have
and the time of recovery short her vision in taking his seat. He was Clapboards, which used to be on the worse. All the rates on the half-dozen the welfare of human society will be of testing the curative effects of Ely’s
tall
and
lank,
and
wore
immaculate
held
at
Battle
Creek,
Mich.,
October
12ened—many say “ stronger after broadcloth, which set loosely about his free list, are now paying a duly of $1.50 grades have been increased, and the
17, 1897. Papers and addresses will be Cream Balm, the most positive Cure for
than before confinement.” It in form. He had the large, homely, but per thousand leet, and shingles 30 cents
average
taken
showB that the increase presented on many subjects of vital in Catarrh known. Ask your druggist for
sures safety to life of both moth kindly mouth that Lincoln possessed,
thousand. Laths pay a duty of 15 per
has been 52 per cent. The average duty terest to society. It is hoped that this
10 cent trial size or send 10 cents, we
er and child. All who have used and wore the same fringe of whiskers on cent., instead of being free a^ur
aajunder the
discussion may lead to some practical
on
flannel for underwear under the methods of reforming certain of our will mail it. Full size 50 cents.
his
chin
that
Mr.
Lincoln
used
to
wear.
“ Mother’s Friend ” say they will nev
i
Wilaon law. Toothpicks and matches
ELY BROS., 56 Warren St., N. Y. City.
er be without it again. No other He had the same gentle eyes, and iron fare alike under the new law. The in Wilson bill was 48 per cent.; under the vexing social evils.
hair tossed back in rather long
new law it is 100 per cent. Silk under
My son was afflicted with catarrh. I
remedy robs confinement of its pain ;ray
crease
on
toothpicks
being
from
35
to
40
ocks from his strongly marked face.
induced him to try Ely’s Cream Balm
Did You Ever
••A customer whose wife used ‘Mother’s Friend,’ As he sat listening to the debate, his per cent., and on matches from 20 to 25 wear will also cost 10 per cent, more,
says that if she had to go through the ordeal face in profile was so startlingly like
but as on other articles, the rate on the Try Electric Bitters as a remedy lor your and the disagreeable catarrhal smell all
per cent. Watches and clocks bear an
again, and there were but four Dottles to be
If not, get a bottle now and get left him. He appeare as wellas any one.
obtained, and the cost was $l#0.00 per bottle, he that of the martyred President that it
luxuries
is not nearly so high as on the troubles?
relief. This medicine has been found to be
would have them.’’ Geo. Layton, Dayton, Ohio was positively uncanny.
And when he additional duty of 15 per cent., the rate necessities.
. G. Olmstead, Arcola, Ill.
liarly adapted to the relief and cure of
seemed to forget his surroundings there increasing from 25 to 40 per cent.
Boot, shoe and corset lacings of cotton all Female Complaints, exerting a wonder
Bent by Mail, on receipt of price, $1.00 PEK BOT csine into his face that worn, weary ex
ful
direct
influence
in
giving
strength
and
TAXE8 ON THE BREAKFAST TABLE.
TLE
Book to •• EXPECTANT MOTHERS’1
impossible.
are to cost five per cent, more than a toneto the organs. If you have Loss of
mailed free upon application, containing val tension which sat so often on Lincoln’s
Beginning with the breakfast of the month ago. The rate has been increased Appetite, Constipation, Headache, Fainting
uable information and voluntary testimonials, ace during his last months, and the
“She here. That horse you sold me
8pells, or are Nervous, Sleepless, Excitable, runs away, kicks, bites, strikes and tries
ThcBRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta. Ga lady beside the reporter, who was faeci- family, the duty on oatmeal and rolled
from 45 to 50 per cent.
SOLD av ALL DRUGGISTS.
Melancholy or troubled with Dizzy Spells, to tear down the stable at night. You
nated by the resemblance, got up to oats has been increased 2.47 per cent.
A
determined
raid
has
been
made
on
lectric Bitters is the medicine you need.
leave the gallery.
Health and Strength are guaranteed by its told me that if I got him once I would
I can’t stand it,” she said. “His The Wilson law rate was 15 per cent. lace edgings, embroideries, neck ruf- use. Ieirge bottles only fifty oents at G. R not part with him for $1,000.
“Well,you won’t.”
face will haunt me to my dying day.” Milk has been taken from the free list, ffings, ruchings, etc. Under the Wilson Baker and Sous Drug Store.
3
Hundreds of people turned their eyes and a duty of two cents a gallon, or law the duty was 50 per cent.
Just try a 10c. box of Cascarets, the
upon him, and the buzz of surprised 31.32 per cent., has been added. Sugar
NO MORE DRESS GOODS BARGAINS.
Mr. Cecil Rhodes has bought Sauer- finest liver and bowel regulator ever
comment was almost audible to the will cost at least one cent a pound more
Alter the full effect of the new law is dale, near Bulawayo, South Africa. It made.
Speaker, but the man sat oblivious
through it all. Perhaps he was used to under the new tariff than under the felt it will be a long while before the consists of ten farms, which he intends
Maine’s Oldest House.
it. A man with Lincoln’s face and form Wilson law. On butter and its substi careful shopper can boast to her hus to cultivate. He will build the largest
dam in South Africa.
The oldest house in Maine is snid to
couldn’t go round over the United States tutes the rate of duty has been increased
band
of
the
bargains
she
found
at
the
and not be told of it.
be the Sylvester house, at Small Point,
from 4 cents a pound to 6 cents a pound, woolen dress goods counter. For the
Bucklen s Arnica Salve.
tlie age of which is put at 150 years.
or
12.37
per
cent.
prioe of all woolen dress goods is going The Beat Salve in the world for Cut*
Animal Electricity.
Braises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum. Fever
Cascarets stimulate liver, kidneys and
The duty on eggs is increased from 3c. to be greatly increased.
A profoundly interesting demonstra
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, bowels. Never sicken, weaken or gripe.
Senator Jones, of Arkansas, estimates Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positivewill the successful candidate for
tion of the possibility of arguing with a to 5c. per dozen. Pork, beef and mut
cures Piles, or co pay required. It ir
Governor of Ohio receive on elec
high degree of accuracy from the elec- ton all have marked increases on rates, that the people will have to p&y $150,- guaranteed to give satisfaction or money re
Same Old One.
tion day, November ad, 1897 ?
though
as
the
United
States
exports
000,000
a
year
more
for
their
cotton
and
funded. Prioe 26 eents per box. For sale
tro->Jiy8iological behavior of a nerve to
Arriving Missionary — May I ask
We will give
22feb-lt
what courte you intend to take with
the behavior of the human system as a these articles the effect of the duty is woolen goods under the new law than bv Geo. R. Baker A Son'a.
me?
whole has been given before the London nullified. Beans are increased from 20 uder the old. This enormous tax is im
Royal institution. The lecturer, Dr. to 47.5 per cent Cabbages, which were posed that the Treasury may ostensibly
Inquisitive people are the funnels of Savage King—The regular one. You'll
Waller, took for his principal experi free under the Wilson law, bear a duty
conversation; they do not take anything follow the fish.
meats a piece of nerve tissue from a now ot 3c. each. The duty on onions benefit $9,000,000 a year!
for their own use, but merely to pass it
O-AJSTOFLX-A..
cold-blooded animal. It was 24 hours
MILLINERY BILLS WILL BE LARGER.
on to others.—Steele.
fMold, but it evinced its vitality by making has been increased from 20c. to 40c. per
Is on
ilal’.s
Millinery
bills
are
going
to
be
larger
sTtty
the galvanometer kick. Its extreme bushel. Green peas came in under the
slgxr.u.-e
A Household Necessity.
vrappa
hereafter.
A
woman
’
s
bonnet
or
hat
6l
rapidity in recovery* served to illustrate Wilson law free: now they pay a
in Prizes
CA-STOniA.
the characteristics of the nerve centers duty of 40c. per bushel. If the peas are must pay an additional duty of 5 per Cascarets Candy Cathartic, the most won
dcri'ul medical discovery of the age, picas The fu
to the users of our popular brands—
in the human being, the nerve centers
cent.,
while
on
trimmed
hats
the
new
ll ss
ant ami refreshing to the taste, act gentlj
eloil*
STSTJ
themselves might get time to recover, dried the duty has been increased from duties run from $2 per dozen and 20 i>er anti positively cn kidneys, liver nnd bowels, elfwiin
mppefc
but the nerves themselves regained 20c. to 30c. per bushel. The duty on po
cleansing the entire system, dis|)el colds
ef
cent,
to
$7
per
dozen
and
20
per
cent.
euro iicadache, fever, habitual eonstipaand
CA.9TOR.IA.
their normal condition with extreme tatoes has been increased from 15c. to
The braiding for bonnets or hats, if not tion and biliousness. Please buy and try o
rapidity. The nerve was shown under 25c. per bushel.
09
box
of
C.
C.
C.
to-day;
10,
25,
50
cents.
Bold
ether, and it was seen that after the
every
Salt, which was free, now bears a duty bleached, must pay a duty of 15 per and guaranteed to cure by all druggists.
wrapper.
period of rest or suppression—of the
cent.- Under the Wilson hill these came
action currents—a period of greater ex of 10 cents on each 100 pounds, and on
in free. If the braids are bleached they
Ought To Satisfy Hiiu.
citability
than
had
existed
before
the
mustard
the
duty
has
been
increased
of Standard and
Finely Equipped.
must pay a duty 25 per cent. The Wil
temporary
suppression
followed.
The
He—Are you sure, darling, that I am
from 25 to 37.45 j>er cent.
High Grade
“
Snorter
seems to he coming right to
action of other anaesthetics upon nerves
the
first
man
you
ever
loved?
son bill charged no duty on these ar
WOMEN THE GREATEST SUFFERERS.
was considered, and their relative effect
She— I’m sure you’re the last one. the front in Congress.”
ticles.
Yes; he has one of the ablest private
upon the living man was shown by
Woman will have to pay more than
Ostrich feathers, undressed, have a That should be sufficient.
secretaries in Washington.”
their effect on the pieces of nerve tissue
Anaesthetics temporarily* suppress the her share of the increased prices which duty of 15 per cent, laid on them, while
who guess nearest to the correct answer.
and Smoke Your Life
action currents; that is, there is an abo are to be laid upon everything. She is the dressed ostrich feathers must pay 15 Don't Tobacco Spit
Away.
To the party who sends us the corre
lition of excitability. The suppression to be made the especial victim of high per cent, more than was imposed by the If you want to quit tobacco using easily
number of votes received by the successful
and forever, be made well, strong, magnetic,
of chloroform is more prolonged than er duties and increased prices. From
candidate, or the nearest thereto, we will give
Wilson law. All other feathers and all full of new life aud vigor, take No-To-Bac,
suppression
ether, and that is why it
8100 in cash, to the next nearest 8100 in
uronder-worker that makes weak men
the
feather
which
tips
her
hat
to
the
cash, to the next nearest 81OO in cash, to the
artificial flowers used for millinery pur the
is frequently not followed by recovery—
strong. Many gain ten pounds in ten days
next nearest 8100 in cash, to the next nearest
/or Infants and Children.
the action currents are suppressed alto shoes upon her feet; every article of her poses are to pay a duty of 50 per cent., Over 400,000 cured. Buy No-To-Bac from
850 in cash, to the next nearest 850 in cash,
and numerous other gifts amounting in all to
gether. The important point insisted wearing apparel bears an additional tax. instead of 35 under the Wilson law your own druggist, who will guarantee a The f&o85,000.
cure. Booklet and sample mailed free. Ad.
on was that these effects exactly corre Nothing has escaped the keen eyes of
it*
Halle
CONDITIONS:
cwry
spond with medical experience of the Mr. Dingley and his associates. At the Beads and jet trimmings will pay 20 per Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or New York. llguture
All guesses must be received not later than
cent more than at present. Birds for
the evening of November 1st, 1897.
action of electric currents and anaes
Each guesser must send in ten trade marks
thetics on man, and might, therefore, he earliest opportunity the beginning was the hat were not forgotten, and an ad
This May Be the Solution.
(cow and calf) cut from front of wrapper on
made. It came on perfumery aud co ditional duty of 15 per cent, was laid on
taken as a guide in medical practice.
Jersey Brand, or ten certificates from "O.R
She
—
I wonder if two really can live
How It Started.
Coffee.
logne waters. The Wilson law imposed them.
cheaper than one?
Full particulars and slip for guessing will be
‘
What
is
that giant roaring about?”
Life
In
The
^Suburbs.
found in each package of Jersey or O. R. coffee.
Ho—I guess they feel cheaper.
a duty on these articles which amountasked a friend of David, as the young
No restriction as to where you live or how
“
I
suppose
you
know
jinks
who
lives
many time* you guess.
man started te meet the champion of
out in your suburb,” said the new ac to 62A per cent. The authors of the
Mail your guesses direct to
$100 Reward, $100.
the Philistines.
quaintance pleasantly in an effort to be Dingley bill added nearly 10 per cent.
Scratch for Money.
'‘He’s kicking about the kinetoscope
Tlie reader of this paper will be
Dayton Spice Mills Co., Dayton, 0. agreeable.
It now stands at 71] per cent. With the
A tether’s lot is to dig aud scratch privilege,” replied David. “He thinks
“I know of him,’’returned the suburb usual methods of the retailers, the in pleased to learn that there is at least one
he ought to have 75 per cent, of the
anite coldly, “but the fact is we don,f
crease will be over 20 per cent, on the dreaded disease that science has been for money, but yet he should uot neg profits on account of the difference in
CDCHIAI nCCCD Cut out this adv. and
move id the same set.”
leet
his
baby
’
s
health.
Provide
your
OltulnL Ul I Lit i send to us with 2 trade
our size. The big stiff I’m going to
retail price. Every ounce of prepared able to cure in all its stages, and that is
“No?”
marks or a certificates with name of
“Oh, dear, no. I go home two trains chalk found on the dresser of the bou- ] Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the baby with Dr. John W. Bull’s Baby give it to him right in the neck!”
newspaper and your guess
But he gave it to him. as will be re
will be entered.
ahead of him at night and come down doir will hereafter cost one-third more only positive cure known to the medical Syfup when teething, aud avoid much
membered, riglit in the forehead.
one train later in thle morning.
suffering.
Mr.
J.
P.
Steiner,
Aurora,
fraternity.
Catarrh
being
a
constitu
than it does now.
Premature silvery locks can ba restor
The perfumed toilet soaps that the tional disease, requires a constitutional Mo., who haa had some experience
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken with this remedy, pronounces it “the ed to the natural color, as in yonth, and
women
are
so
fond
of
did
not
escape
the
Not Enthusiastic.
dreaded increase. The new duties bear internally, acting directly on the blood best medicine for babies he has ever the head kept clean of dandruff, by
[Pearson’s Weekly.]
very hard on all these articles. A 25- and mucous surfaces of the system, used in Tiis family.” It costs only 25 Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer.
The Sunday-school class was singing
The French society for the prevention
cent cake of soap will hereafter cost thereby destroying the foundation of the cents, but fathers should see that they
“I want to be an angel.”
of
cruelty to animals has determined to
get
Dr,
John
W.
Bull
’
s
Baby
Syrup.
disease,
and
giving
the
patient
strength
nearly 40 cents.
“Why don’t you sing louder, Bobby?”
tak t active steps to put a stop to the
Sold by
by
building
up
the
constitution
and
as
MORE
MONEY
FOR
ALL
SEWING
MATERIAL-!.
risked the teacher.
Craft & Taugher, East Side Public Square wanton destruction of small birds in
When a woman sits down to sew now sisting nature in doing its work. The
“I’m singing as loud as I feel,” ex
France.
Professional Liars.
she must pay more for all the require proprietors have so much faith in its
plajned Bobby.
First Dentist—My work is so painless
ments of her sewing basket. Her scis curative powers, that they offer One
sors will cost her 9.63 per cent, more Hundred Dollars for any case that it that my patients often fall asleep while
prC f. C. H. Hitchcock, of Dartmouth
at work.
w Hl accompany Lieutenant Peary
than under the Wilson law. Then all fails to cure. Send for list of testi I am
Second Dentist—And mine all want
monials.
Address,
•in his .fortlicoming Arctic expeditioi
scissors imported were charged a duty ol
CONSUMPTION
to have their pictures taken, to catch
F. J. CHENEY & OO. Toledo, O
will
a thorough study of thegeolothe expression of delight on their faces.
45 per cent. The new laws make three ®b^"8old by Druggists, 75c.
,ogy of Lh-eenlaud.

(SPRING AND SUMMER GOODS. The INFLUENCE
In Latest Shades and Patterns,

$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

I. & D. ROSENTHALL, ProprietorsOpera House Block, Corner Main and Vine Streets, Mt. Vernon, 01

When lie tfoubt what to use for
Nervous Debility, Loss of Power..

Impotency, Atrophy, Varicocele Mfl

other weaknesses, from any culvc.
use Sextne Pills. Drains chectanfi
and full vigor quickly restored.
. tfwelwwd. neh trouble. mult faullr. <

RENEW LOST VIGOR
Sold by H. M. GREEN S Drug Store.

Mailed for $1 Oh# boxes >5.00. With
|3.00 orders we give a guarantee to •
cure or refund the money. Address

BEAL MEDICINE CO.. Cleveland,
lOoctyl

7HOW
MANY
VOTES

$5,000
Jersey

O.R. Brands

ROASTED COFFEE

GASTORIA

Banner*

Postofflce Equipment.
The Masonic Temple Co. held a meeting
Tuesday afternoon and discussed several
John Speith, a laborer, of Bowling
propositions for the equipment of the room
Green, committed suicide Sunday after
I
soon to be occupied by the postoflice. The
noon by taking strychnine.
proposition
of
the
Keyless
Lock
Co.,
of
FRANK HARPER,
Ten tobacconists at Springfield threw
Indhnapolis, was decidtd upon and will he
Is acigarettes from their shelves and sur
THE PLACE YOU WANT TO FIND.
accepted provided the equipment is as re
Editor and Proprietor. rendered their licenses an account of the
WATERFORD.
BRINK HAVEN.
presented. Hon. Wm. M. Koons was spnt
4-4—4-4 4
new city ordinance imposing a $10
monthly tax on the merchant for selling Union Meeting of the Christian En- Wm. Cover’s House Struck by Light Tuesday evening to visit the plant of this
If money only grew on trees and evthem. Rebates were given on State li
$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.
deavorers-Brink Haven Wins a Ball
ning anti the Family Miraculously company and inspect the equipment. If
cense.
his report is favorable (heir proposition will
wouldn’t
Escape—Birthday Surprise Party.
Game From New Castle.
be accepted. One half of tlie locks sre to he
And
make
much
difference
how
it
w
as
spent.
The
wife
of
Edward
Green,
a
Seneca
NO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE.
A union Christian Endeavor meeting was
There will he a picnic at Waterford on keyless.
county farmer, hanged herselt to a held in the Presbyterian church Bunday Friday, August 6.
But as it is, it makes a big difference as to
rafter in her husband’s barn. She had afternoon with a good attendance.
Mrs. C. C. Hill, of Meadville, Pa-, came
Queer Case of Cruelty.
whether
it is spent with us or some one
Mr.
W.
Rice
and
wife,
of
Greesville,
9pent
here
last
Satufdsy
to
visit
her
many
rela

been
brooding
over
the
religious
train

HOME TELEPHONE CALL NO. 38.
Cons’able Walters made a trip lo Batetives and friends. Her mother was a Leving of her three small children, she and Bunday with Fin Baty.
else.
mantown
Tuesday
to
investigate
a
peculiar
erb
’
g.
P. J. Blanchard spent Bunday in Pictoria.
her husband belonging to different
Mr. and Mrs. R- G Simmons were the
W. T. Cook and wifn, of Louisville, Ky.. case of cruelty to animals. It appears that
Now is the time to buy
churches.
MOUNT V EFRON. OHIO.
1 - IS AT
guests of B B. Simmons Saturday.
are the guests of J. A. Fish, near town. one young gentleman in that vicinity is the j
The ball game Saturday between Brink They are special friends-of Prof Frank
At Salem Joseph Barber, aged 28, em
owner
of
a
bicycle
and
a
colt,
and
that
a
|
Haven and New Castle came'oft' in favor of Fish and wife, who are visiting his parents
THURSDAY MORNING.... JULY 29. 1697 ployed on the farm of John Ulrey, was Brink Haven, the score being 22 to 12.
at the present time.
neighbor is also the owner of a wheel. The
found dead, shot through the heart
Miss Glen Bowers, of Mtllersburg, is vis
Ark Pond, of New London, who is the other day the colt broke from its pastures
OF ALL KINDS.
with a shotgun which was found iting her sister, Mrs. B. Wilcox.
postmaster elect for that place, is herp visit and scampered away. The two young men
by
his
body.
Whether
he
accidentally
Eldwin
Greer,
of
Greersville,
was
seen
on
ing
his
many
friends
and
relatives.
He
was
DEMOCRATIC STATE TICKET. shpt himself or committed suicide is our streets Saturday.
gave chase on their wheels and overhauled
Blit don’t take our word for it. Conic and
a firmer resident of Batemantown.
Borne fifteen or tweuty of Mrs. Sharp's the animal, but not until they had almost \tz
not
known.
of
Governor - HORACE L. CHAPMAN,
see
for
yourselves.
lady friends got up a surprise party for her run it to ileilb. Arrests will probably be
Jackson county.
Near Ix>gan Georgo Ucker, the vener
last Friday in commemoration of her 81
U/
GREERSVILLE.
\l/
W
made.
Lieutenant Governor — MELVILLE D. able father of Hon. John Ucker, started
birthday. She wes taken to a neighbor's on
NO. 11 SOUTH MAIN STREET.
SHAW, of Auglaize county.
i visit iu the moruin-, and when evety
vh
to gather blackberries. Sunday morn
Are
Ex-Convicts.
Supreme Judge- JOHN T. SI’RIGGS of ing he was found lying under a tree 15 Lecture Against Secret Societies— thing was ready she was sent for, and was
completely by surprise.
Dr. G. A. Tharp, day surgeon at the peni- vh
Monroe county.
tampers from Mansfield—Schmitt* taken
miles from Logan, and was brought
M J. Fish and family, of Mt. Vernon, tentiaiy, came to this city Wednesday
vi/
» Attorney General WILLIAM 11. DORE, of home in a very feeble condition. He is
Stitzliue Nuptials.
are 8|>ending a couple of weeks with rela
Seneca county.
morning and measured the four men in the
vi/
82
years
of
age.
lives
and
friends
here.
Mrs.
E.
C.
Greer
was
visiting
friends
at
Treasurer—JAMES P. WILSON, of Trum
Mrs. Clarence Wirick came home recent county jail by tbe Bertillion system in an
Ada
last
week.
and
Charles
W.
Johns,
the
defaulting
bull county.
vi/
8. W. Hyatt has somewhat recover ly from Michigan after spending several eff-rt to identify them. The men are under
Member of Board of Public Works— bookkeeper of the Isaac Eberly com edMr*.
weeks with relatives there.*
vi/
from her recent spell of sickness.
arrest
for
the
Spitzer
robbery.
The
surgeon
PETER H. DEG NON,of Lucas county.
pany, of Columbus, waived examine-1 Rev. P. B. Williams, of I.O9 Angeles,
Enl Mathews, of Newark, was the guest
was satisfied that three of the men are exvi/
School Commissioner-H. H. HARD, of tion and was hound over on 20 different California, -Jeliveied a lectuie here at the of N. C. Levering’s family for a time.
and
Miss Florence Wirick came home last cocvicts.
Columbiana county.
charges of embezzlement, the bond re W. M. church, Sunday evening, July 18th,
vi/
Monday, after spending several months
WE HAVE THEM IN GOOD SUPPLY AND AT THE POPULAR PRICES.
quired being $1,500. lie was sent to against secret societies
CUT PRICES IN SILKS.
with
het
brother
John
and
family
in
Mus

vi/
Mrs.
W.
A.
Barnes,
of
Brink
Haven,
was
Vi/
Sherman Brigade Reunion
the county jail.
A SuggeHtlvo Com purl son.
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. kingum county.
vi/
Col. A. Cossilou Tuesday received a letter vi/
Twenty pieces 50 cent silk, 25 cents.
Fred and Hoy Levering went to Cleve
At Winchester, while Jacob Ecker- Greer, last week.
It must be a painful reflection for
from Hon. John Sherman, Secretary of Vi/
land on an excursion recently.
Michael
Strang
purchased
a
new
engine
vi/
man
was
mowing,
a
swarm
of
bees
at

Fifteen pieces 75 and §1 silks, 50 cents.
Republicans who take pride in their
There was an ice cream and candy so Sta’e, stating that he would attend the re
tacked his team, which ran away, throw and two grain separators recently.
vi/
Forty pieces $1.25 silk, 08 cents.
vi/
party that not a ainglo metropolitan Re ing him off sideways in front of the
A party qf young people from Mansfield cial at James Wyker’s recently.
Rev. J. F. Hastings returned last week union of tbe Sherman Brigade, at I.ak<* Ilia
publican newspaper and only one Re cutting box. Both hands were severed were camping at the Alum Rocks, one mile from
watha
Park,
August
17
to
20,
inclusive
Toronto, Canada, where he had been
south of here, Inst week.
publican member of Congress baa ven at the wrist, and he received other in
Dr. Houston, of Loudonville, was on our attending the Epworth League convention This brigade was organized by John Sherthat
recently
convened there. lie visited
juries
about
the
head
and
l>ody.
streets last Tuesday.
in, who is its permanent president. All
tured to criticise the shameless surrender
The above are all great bargains. In tbe
Mrs. Maggie Henry, of Brink Haven, was Niagara Falls on his route.
of the tar iff-makers at Washington to the
Wm. Cover’s house was struck by light old comrades are earnestly invited to be
The city Council lias instructed the the guest of her brother, F. P. 8hriniplin,
present.
ning
during
the
storm
last
week.
50c.
line are beautiful twilled China silks that are
Sugar Trust, accompanied as it has been Mayor and Marshal to discipline the several days last weekThe east end is badly shattered, but no one
Married,
July
18th,
at
the
Lutheran
par

Tiffin
police
force.
The
Council
com

by the evidences of the grossest cor
was seriously hurt. It seems like a mira
sold everywhere for $1.
Tbe 98c. line contain
that there is a lack of harmony sonage at Jelloway, by Rev. Melcher, John cle
C., A. & C. Excursions.
that Ihe family all escaped injury. The
ruption. There was no such general plains
among the members of the force, and Schoult, of Pictoria, and Miss Lena Stitz- subtle fluid played some singular pranks
Most People Don’t. There’s
Excursion to Cleveland and return, via
some of our handsomest waist silks, never sold
Democratic acquiescence in dishonor that the numerous burglaries, robberies line, of this place.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. James O’11 earn, about the house.
something wrong with their
when the Trust gained a similar but and escapes of prisoners are indicative July 22d, a son.
I
Mrs. Noah Levering went to Newark last C., A.& C., 8unday, August 1. Tickets
less than $1.25.
eyes. Objects are indistinct or
John Jerghens, who is working for 8am week to spend three or four weeks with rel good going on special train due to leave
smaller advantage through the agency of the fact.
Mt. Vernon at 8:10 e. m., arrive at Cleveland
Baker, west of Jelloway, was visiting his atives and friends
seem blurred. Have dull head
of certain Democratic Senators in 1894.
Miss Kiltie Beck, of nenr Mansfield, is the at 11:50" a. m. Returning, special train
SWIVEL SILKS AND CHALLIES.
parents Sunday.
aches and nervous trouble.
guest
of
her
sister,
Mrs.
Jeft'Swearingen.
Democrats took the lead at that time
George 8hinanbarger, hss been on the
leavts Cleveland at 6 p. m. Tickets also
ADDITIONAL LOCAL.
The
Waterford
band
tarnished
music
at
a
These are symptoms in which
sick list the past two weeks, but is better at
50c. swivel «-ilks at 19 cents. 25c. challies at
in denonncing the betrayal, and even
festival at Woodbury last Saturday even good returning on train 28, due to leave
this writing.
delay means danger. An ex
ing.
the President, then generally recognized
Cleveland
at
8:90
p.
m
,
same
date.
There
was
a
birthday
surprise
party
at
BURGLARS BOUND OVER.
19 cents. 20c challies at 9 cents.
amination will disclose any de
Samuel Rice’s last Friday night, given in
as the head of the Democratic party,
For the races at Columbus next week the
honor of Miss May Rice. Quite a number
fects
in
vision.
We
make
Ex

C., A. & C. railway will sell excursion
put his indignation on record. Why The Men Who Robbed Spitzer’s Store of guests were psesent and all had a good
I
RED AND BLACK PRINTS.
JELLO WAY.
amination Free. We get the
ft
tickets to Columbus, August 3, 4, and 5, at
time.
Held to the Grand Jury.
is it that the greater betrayal of 1897
praise of people for the relief
rate of one fare for the round trip. Tickets
------- 0—- —
elicits no whisper of disapproval from
One «‘;ise short length red and black prints, ft
Some
of
the ‘‘Boys” Object to Beiug good returning until August 6, inclusive.
wo have brought them.
Burglars
forced
an
entrance
through
a
the leading exponents of Republican
ft
MILFORDTON.
For the Cleveland-Cincinnati base ball
five and ten yard pieces, at 3|c.
“Writ” Up—A Simday Evening Epi
opinion? Is it that independence and back window into the department atore of |
ft
game, at Cincinnati, Sunday, August I, the
sode.
courage are so much rarer in the Re Spitzer A Co., on 8outh Main street, on
0., A. <fc C. railway will sell excursion tick
One
set
75c.
shirt
waists
at
50c.
ft
Wednesday night of last week, and got Second Annual Reunion of the Mitchell
publican party than in the Democracy away with twelve (airs of shoes, some sub
Some of our boys feel offended at tbe ets to Cincinnati for all regular trains Sat
ft
OPTICIAN.
Family to he Held August 4th—Elsie manner iu which they were written up urday, July 31, at rate of $2 50 for tbe round
or is the Republican alliance with the panders and a revolver. The theft was dis
last week in the North Liberty news.
McMahon
Improving.
trusts considered so much a matter of covered by Merchant Policeman Miqne
Some of them did not deserve it, while trip. Ticketi good returning on all regular
ONE SET 75c. SHIRT W AISTS AT 50c.
The prices at which we are
ft
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Owing to the absence of some of our best days at home.
is a burden under which the masses will bill bas been allowed. At the time Judge players
our ball boys were beaten last Sat Mr. John Oberhulser and wife, ol Wat tbe C.t A. & C. railway will sell excursion
East Vino Street.
spent Sunday visiting Mrs. Sarah tickets to Buffalo, N. Y., and return at rate
groan when they are compelled to meet Levering took office this work had been al urday, but hope they will do better when erford,
Miller.
go to Mt. Vernon to play.
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recently.
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place.
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& Buffalo Transit Co. The round trip rate
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MT,
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Tlie sugar trust last week advanced time created some talk.
portionately low rates from intermediate A CLEVELAND STEAM NAVIGATION
Mr. Cal McKee and wife, of New Castle, Little Daughter of F. G. McMahon stations.
Shoe Man.
Train will leave Columbus at 11:30 CO.’S new mammoth steel passenger
its prosperity to the extent of $-3,437,000
Tbe law clearly provides that tbe incom 8undayed with Mr. E L. Wolfe and wife.
Greatly Improved—Prof. Roberts a. n»., of that day, and Zanesville 1 p. m. steamers. The round trip from Cleve
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thing that makes
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the gathering of
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Small Child of M. E. Cunningham Sabina, Ohio, at very low rates, account
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Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Cunningham’s small N. J., and Ocean City, Md., on Thursday
will be able to get many of this party to Tnursday morning between the hours of 7 holes last week. He ssys it was ”yaller'
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James W. Baker et al.
child is quite low with cholera infantum.
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anyway.
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support his proposed stool-pigeon ticket. and 10. At that time the moon, in its stuff,
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ra mthly rounds of the heavens, will ob.
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N ever in the history of the country struct tbe sun’s light. It will be visible as p. m.
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Byron Kline was here last Sunday to visit one fare for the round trip, account, race
have the exports to foreign countries a partial eclipse throughout the United
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his parents.
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John Armstrong, of Lexington, wa3 home gust 6, inclusive.
from the United States reached the figure America and a small portion of the western
Saturday, the 7th day of Augnst, 1897,
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sw eration.
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able Hop after taste. It is the
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the first described lands a roadway contain
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ISRAEL TO GET IT.

WITH ONE VOICE

The Cotitroverny Over the Mt. Ver
non Poet office Practically Settled.
The Delegates of the 17thWeek Roiled

tioMMlp of a
Dowu

For

I lie Perimnl of tlae
Hasty Render.

Deputy Supervisors of Election* are
Appointed — Dcttra Livery Stable
Property Returned to Mortgagees—
Clem Berry, Horseman, Injured—
Several Exciting Runaways.
— Retail price: Butter, 15; eggs, 10.
— A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Tighe, last week.
—A daughter waa born lo Mr. and Mra.
Price Jennings, south of the city, Satur
day.
— Mias Dora Enaminger sang a beautiful
solo at the sorvice in the Episcopal church
Sunday morning.
— Among the new postmasters appointed
Tuesday are J. O. Harris at Utica, and E.
L. Gill at Sunbury.
— The sacred concert at the Park Sunday
was one of the best of the series, and waa
enjoyed by a large crowd.
— The enumeration of the school youth
of the city has been completed, showing a
total of 1818. Last year’s enumeration
wss 1788.
— Rov. A. D. Knnpp, ot Delaware, deliv
ered two excellent sermons in the Gay
street M. E. church, Sunday morning and
evening.
— The Women’s Christian Association
will hold their next regular meeting at the
homo of Mrs. J. G. Stevenson, East High
street, Tuesday, August 3, at 3 p- m.

— Speaker Reed has named his commit
tees, Congressman Kerr, of this district,
being given a membership on the commit
tees on patents and invalid pensions.
— Clem Berry, the well known horse
man, while training at Westerville was
kicked by a colt last week and painfully
injured, being rendered unconscious for a
time.
— Mother Cleophus Mills has been elected
mother superior of the sisters of charity
in the United States. She was formerly
mother superior of the sisters of charity in
this city.
— The tlve year old son of A1 Dunlap,
residing on East Burgess street, fell at his
home Monday morning and fractured his
his left arm. The injury was reduced by
Dr. Armentrout.

8ince ilie adjournment of Congress and
the return of Hon. W. 8. Kerr to Mans
Held, information reaches the Bamnkr,
from what it considers a very high author
ity, that the Richland county disseminator
of official patronage in the 14th district,
has announced bis intention of naming exPosUnaster Janies Israel to have charge of
the Mt. Vernon postoffice for the coming
four years. The selection narrowed down
to a choice between Israel, Col. fassil and
H. W. Jennings. It develops that Mr. Kerr
has the third term bee buzzing in his bonnet
and has been holding up the choicest plums
at bis command in the district, to be used
as a leverage in securing the much coveted
nomination. It is said that Knox county
has an unfulfilled promise, made at the
last convention that selected Mr. Kerr, and
that if Col. Billy McElroy was disposed lo
talk, he could give some mighty interestii g
information along that line- The selection
of Mr. Israel, it is understood, will wipe
out the obligation and the third-term cam
paign will have to take care of itself, so far
as Knox county is concerned.

28th Joint District
dominate Lake F. Jones

for Ntate Nenator
Inn Large Convent Ion Marked Through
out by Enthusiasm and Harmony,
and the Nomination Was Accepted in
a Strong and Eloquent Speech hy Mr.
Jones.

With enthusiasm end unanimity, Lake
F. Jones was made the Democratic nomi
nee for State Senator, in the 17th-28th joint
Senatorial District, at Wooster last Thurs
day.
According to the time-honored rule of ro
tation that prevails in the district, it is
Wayne county’s turn to have the Senators ip thia year and at the Democratic primai <sin that county, a few weeks ago, as
noted in the Basher, Mr. Jones swept
everything before him and carried the day
by a magnificent majority. Last Thurs
day's convention, therefore, was simply to
formally ratify the action of the Wayne
county primaries. There was, however, a
large representation present from the four
counties composing the district, and the
proceedings, from the moment the conven
PERSONAL POTPOURRI.
tion was called to order until the motion to
adjourn had been declared carried, were
Society's Season of Entertainments marked by enthusiasm.
and Parties.
TUE PROCEEDINGS.
The principal social event of the week
was the dancing party given by Miss Jannie
Cnrtis, Friday evening, at her home on
Mansfield avenue, in honor of her guest,
Miss Adelaido Lowe, of Alliance. The spa
cious grounds were prettily illuminated
with Japanese lanterns.
Dainty and
tempting refreshments were served. The
out ot town guests were Miss Sara Whitcher,
of Detroit, Mich., Mrs. W. C. Denny, of
Richmond,Ind., Mias Anne Curtis, of Little
Rock, Ark-, and Mr. Ted Foote, of Gam
bier-

A pleasant little picnic party was given in
the grove at Academia Friday afternoon by
Miss Ella Grant, Mist Jennie McCormick,
Miss Dollie Cooper, Miss Bessie Sanderson
and Miss Mae McCormick to a few of their
gentlemen friends.

The convention was held in the beautiful
city hall, and was called to order shortly
after one o’clock by Dr. H. A. Hart, of
Wooster, Chairman of the Senatorial Com
mittee, who announced the selection of
Hon. Newton Stillwell, of Holmes, as Tem
porary Chairman and Frank Harper, of
Knox, as Temporary 8ecreta:y.
Upon assuming the jhai*. Mr. Stillwell
made a ringing speech, and in caustic
language referred to the Republican party's
broken promises of prosperity.
On motion of E. E. Uinstead, of Holmes,
the appointment of all committees, except
the Senatorial and on Resolutions, was dis
pensed with.
On motion of Jacob F. Marchant, of
Wayne, the temporalj officers were made
permanent.

fathers I knew, and have done business
with for almost half a century, that they
should today honor me by making me their
Democratic nominee for the 17-28th Sena
torial District of Ohio is cause to make me
feel proud.
Gentlemen, a nomination by Democrat
for any office ou our free silver platform as
enunciated by the Chicago convention, on
wh ich that great, grand, nnre sound, moral,
scholarly gentleman, Will.am Jennings
Bryan, so grandly and manfully fought in
1896, is an honor. Mark me, gentlemen,
there will be more of us in 1900,and prouder
will we be with William Jennings Bryan
as our President.
There is no better district than this in
Ohio. It has elegant people, productive
soil —it has, in fact, all the elements of one
of the best districts in the United States.
It should be represented well. It will be
necessary, gentlemen, for me to have your
aid and advice. I will at all times be
pleased to consult with you on any matters
or all matters con. arning your legislation,
if elected. I am y. ur servant, and I assure
you that I wish to couduct myself in such
a manner that I nn mi’t each and all of
you face to face without a blush of shame
for any act of mine while I sm your Sena
tor.
I have leceivel letters through the press
from friends, end I have talked to many
friends in the district who advocate a reduc
tion in the salaries of county officials. Had
free silver triumphed last fall, thle, of
course, would not have been asked for. My
experience is and has been, that under the
gold standard, confidence is a plant of veiy
slow growth, and prosperity is touching
the business man, the laborers and farmers
quite lightly. Owing to the depreciation
in real estate and farm products, the salar
ies of county officials should be reduced lo
conform to the decreased price of farm pro
ducts. If the people in this district desire
legislation on thia subject, it will be ray
pleasure to favor it.
Gentlemen, if elected, there is one thing
that I want every Democrat iu this district
to have a say in, and that is: Who shall I
vote for for United 8tates Senatoi? . First,
let as elect a man who lives in Ohio, one
who is in touch with the common masses
of the people in Ohio, identified with the
interests of Ohio, one who is a rock-ribbed,
double-distilled, dyed-in-the-wool. Simon
pure, A No. 1 free silver man from away
back. Gentlemen, I do want to beparticularon this subject, and I specially request
you before the time comes to vote for a
United States Senator, to have each county
hold a convention and there select as many
as you desire to come to Coiambus, be on
thegronnd at the time, and advise with me
as to the proper man to support for that
position. In this way I will be enabled to
vote for the choice of the Democrats of
this district.
I will take the responsibility, If elected,
of voting against Marcus A- Hanna for
Senator from the State of Ohio. I have a
serious objection to his candidacy. It is
contrary to the principles of sound Democ
racy to lodge the executive and legislative
authority in the same person. As Mr.
Hanns has nsutped the Presidential office,
he is, therefore, ineligible to the Senatorship. His ascendanoy in the politics of a
nation dwarfs the American people, and is
the ascendancy of greed and mediocrity.
Gentlemen, that 1 have been and am am
bitious to represent this district there is no
doubt, and I promise you that I will keep
up that ambition until 5:30 o'clock, Novem
ber 2. 1897.
I will also aid in electing the entire Dem
ocratic ticket,headed by that gallant, sound
silver man. our next Governor, Horace L
Chapman, of Jackson county.
1 thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. Jones’ speech of accep'ance was
punctuated with applause and demonstra
tions of approval of the sentiments he ut
tered, and at its conclusion rousing cheers
were given for him.
The convention then adjourned.

DOINGS JHTBECOURTS.
Dullness iu the Several De
partments.
A Suit tor Divorce is Filed
Tuesday.
The rrohate Court Deluged With Wills,
Five Being Filed This Week—Suit of
Miss Ada Cheyney for Damages a
Sequel to Her Attempted Suicide a
Short Time Ago.
WILL OF 8ILA8 GORDON.

The will of Silas Gordon was filed Mon
day. He bequeathes to his daughters,
Mary Swan, Martha Swetland and Sarah
Ann Gordon, all his household goods and
furniture of every description, with the pri
vilege of occupying the house yard and
garden, and to be allowed to keep a cow od
the premises; also the interest on $5,000 to
be paid them yearly by his executors. In
case the interest on the said sum of money
fails of their support, then so much of the
principal as is necessary shall be used for
that purpose. At the death of his daugh
ters the remainder of the $5,0C0 is to be
paid to the children of his son, the late J.
C. Gordon. His son, William H. Gordon,
is given one dollar. After the above be
quests have been complied with the residue
of bis estate is to go to the children of J C.
Gordon. He nominated Laura and George
Canning ss executors of his will, but in a
codicil dated June 29, 1897, he revokes this
and nominates Sarah A. Gordon as execu
trix. The will was executed May 17, 1897,
in the presence of Edward Burson and
Fiank McDaniel.
SHE

WANTS DAMAGES.

Miss Ada Cheyney, mention of whose at
tempt at suicide over being accused of the
theft of money several weeks ago,was made,
has,through her attorney,W. M. Koons, be
gun suit against Marshal J. G. Bell and Tbos.
Weir for damages in the sum of $3,000 for
false imprisonment. She alleges that on
July 5, 1897, defendants imprisoned her and
deprived her of her liberty for four days on
a pretended charge of larceny, without any
warrant or authority of law.

the BicmommcE

Nostrand, 73 acres in Milford, $3,000.
Alice O. Van Nustrand et al. to Isaac V.
Babbs, 96 acres in Miller, $4,100.
Steward D. Roberts and wife to Harvey
O. Purdy, lot 31 in J. Rogers' northern ad
Amended hy Council Mon>
dition to Mt. Vernon, $620.
Justus D. 6moota, Sheriff, to Wm. and
day Evening.
Cbristinn Montgomery, 123 acres in Brown,
$1775.
Wm. R. Wing and wife to Jethro Mill, Will Probably be Panned
lot 94 in John 8. Braddock's fair ground
at Wcxl Heiwion.
addition to Mt. Vernon, $200.
Nancy J. Webb to Sophia D- McCoy, lots
8 and 9 in Hiliiar township, $400.
The Republican Publishing Co. Awarded
Thos. E. Auskings and wife to Walter A.
the Contract for the City Printing—
Sapp, lot 20 in O. Ransom s addition to Mt.
Electric Lighting Co. (>iveu a Mild
Vernon, $950.______ ___ ___ _
Scoring—Demand Made for Bridge
Fund.
THE REAPER’S HARVEST.

Mortality of the City and County for
the Week.
BALL-

Rev. C.C. Ball, one of the best known
Methodist preachers in this part of the
State, died at his home in Fredericktown
Friday, after a lingering illness, aged 60
years. He wss twice married, his last wife
being Miss JenDie Moffit, of Fredericktown.
H*s last charge was that of tke Pavonia
circuit.
SEWT« N.

John A. Newton, aged 39 years, died at
hie apartments in the Cooper flats early
Thursday morning, after a lingering illness
of consumption. Deceased was a highly re
spected citizen, a member of tlie Knights of
Honor, in which organization be held an
insurance policy for $1,000. He is survived
by his wife. The funeral services were
held Saturday afternoon at the Christian
church.
OPPOLD.

Mr?. Sarah Jane Upfold, wife of Alfred
Upfold, died at her home on Railroad street
Friday morning, of heart trouble and dropay after an illness of several years. She was
almost 65 years of age, being horn In this
ity July 29, 1832. She was married August
1853, to Alfred Upfold, who, with one
daughter survives her. She was a sister of
Mr. J. C- Thrailkill and Mrs. Fanny Dick
ey, of this city. The fureral services were
held at the residence Sunday afternoon by
Rev- J. H. Hamilton, and interment was
made in Mound View,

$

BECK.

Mr. McFeely was the only absentee at the
regular meeting of Council Monday even
ing. What he missed was not of sufficient
importance to tinge his after years with re
gret. The proceedings would fill a very small
book. About the only matter that was con
sidered was the bicycle ordinance, and it
foil by the wayside. The stone pile loomed
up just once and was smilingly passed, the
meml)ers pityingly refraining from a |x>stmortem. The question of the city’s right
to it share of the bridge fund was discuss
ed and a record made of the formal demand
of the county Comrais-ioners. The mooted
{uestion of the public printing was disposed
of by bid, and the award was made to the
Republican Publishing Company, at eight
cents per square for each insertion.
But as before stated, the bicycle ordi
nance waa the real thing. It was taken up
and amended so as to prohibit the riding
upon sidewalks entirely. Then when it
came up for reference to the whole Council
for vote on final passage, the requisite num
ber of ayes were lacking aud the matter
ill go over until the next meeting, four
weeks hence. The question is assuming
an ugly phase aud will result in the array
ing of the bicycle riders againstsome of the
present members when they come up for
re-election. The lack of information some
of the members displayed concerning the
art of wheeling was a mild surprise. The
attempt to limit the speed to five miles an
hour within the city limits, failed, and as
is generally believed, properly. To reduce
the speed to five miles would l>e to reduce
the pleasures of wheeling to that of labor.
It would certainly require an effort to keep
within the requirements of that section.
The fines are unusually large considering
the character of the transgressions which
the ordinance covers. Five and ten dollars
an ofiensc is regarded as too much and out
or proportion.
The electric light company also came in
for a slight touching up and were criticised
for the kind of lighting which they are at
present furnishing the city. The matter
ended with a reference to the Mayor and
city police force, to keep a record of the
lights.

by the doubtful satisfaction afforded ol pre
venting a business competitor from obtain
ing the work.
If the principle that is involved iu this
invitation for bids for the city printing was
applied to ali the business interests of 1'
The Police of ThiM CKy
Vernon, the merchants and mechan
would soon seek another city where the
Looking for Him.
community was influenced by a feeling of
"live and let Hve."
Under the circumstances, the Banner
has no bid to make for the city printing.
Nklpped to Mewer PaMturm
Very respectfully,
Mt. Vernon. O.. Dem. Banner,
Last Week
Frank Harper, publisher.

IK MR. GIBH1BDT.

CITY

BRIDGE FUND.

This question came up n tba shape of a
resolution presented by Mr. Doty. He
really offered two resolutions, tha one that
the proper persons, the President, Solicitor
and Finance Committee, make two de
mands upon the County Commissioners for
the city’s share of the bridge fund levy,
one for the levy of 1896 and the other for
the levy of 1897. It was the desire of the
Solicitor that the record be clear in this
matter, and the resolutions were passed in
the foinial way, on an aye and nay vote.
THE BICYCLE ORDINANCE.

The ordinance came ap and was referred
to the committee of the whole along with
the pay ordinance. The ordinance was
read for the information of the Council,
and Mr, Appleton moved that it be conaidered by sections.
Mr. Meyers made a few remarks on tha
oidinance, declaring that it gained nothing
by its passage. A conviction could not be
secured under ite provisions. Besides, it
provided for nothing except what was al
ready the condition of cycling in the city,
and there was no need of incurring the ex
pense of its publication.
The Mayor made a few remarks, in which
he related that every day there are com
plaints about the reckless manner in which
riders usurp the rights of pedestrians. He
cited to William Hunt, a resident of Coahecton avenue, whose little gitl was run
down by a cyclist several days ago, and
who has declared that he will sit on his
front porch with a shot gun and shoot the
first bicyclist that retreats the outrage.
Mr. Appleton's motion prevailed end the
first cection was read. Then Editor Charlie
lams, of the Republican, waa granted the
floor and made a strong plea for the rights
of the wheelmen. Tlie amendment which
prohibits riding on any of the sidewalks
of the city, was put to a vote and |*ossed,
Mr. West and Mr. Bogardus voting against
the amendment Tlie other sections, which
are the same as has been previously pub
lished, were read and adopted. Then It
was put to e vote for iu third reading and
wsb lost, those voting against it being
Meyers, Bogardus and West.

After Failing to Satisfy Several Claim*
of Certain Gentlemen—Hails From
Dayton and Boiled High While He
Tarried With Ua—W’as Accompanied
by a Woman.
The police of this city are anxiously look
ing for H. B. Gebhardt and wife. The pair
left the city lost week after failing to liqui
date certain sundry bills which they had
contracted during their brief, but rather
meteoric, stay. The principal creditors are
the Balmer Sanitarium company for $75
and R. P. Hall, a liveryman, for $35.
Gebhardt aud the woman who poses as
bis wife came to the city last April and pat
up at the Curtis House. At the time of
their arrival Gebhardt was indulging in a
debauch, which he continued for some time
after his arrival. A traveling man that
happened to be at the same hotel joined in
the Bacchanalian doings. “Mr?." Gebhardt
sent for a friend, Miss Jessie Devere.and the
four held high revelry. This state was con
tinued fur some time, during which several
sensational encounters took place between
Gebhardt and the woman, in which Geb
hardt appeared to have suffered the worse
for them. Atone time she left the city for
a few days and upon returning was so en
raged at finding her liege lord hopelessly in
toxicated that she administered a severe re
buke, a la our esteemed friend Robert Fitz
simmons. Then it was given out that Oehhardt had fallen down a flight of ataira.
Finally Miaa Devare left the city and re
turned to her home in Dayton, and in a few
days the traveling man had sobered up
sufficiently to resume his business trip
through the country. Gebhardt continued
to commune with the red, red wine until
he waa a hopeless wreck io all respects.
It was in thia condition that be went to
the Sanitarium people and arranged for
them to give him treatment for the cure of
ihe liquor habit. They did thia upon hia
representations that he had been allowed
by the provisions of his mother's will, two
hundred dollars per month. Mre Gebhardt
remained at the Sanitarium with her hus
band. During her stay there she secured
the livery rigs of R. P. Hall, for which be
now mourns the pay. On Wednesday of
last week Gebhardt secured a draft which
he had cashed and after paying their bill at
the Curtis House, the two left the city.
From Newark Gebhadt telegraphed to Carl
Drake, proprietor of the Curtie House bar
that he would send him the amount of a
small bill that he owed as soon as he would
be able to cash a draft. Apparently the
draft remains uncashed.
Gebhardt comes from Dayton and belongs
to an eminent and prominent family of that
city. At one time he was a student at
Kenyon Military Academy, and was well
known in this city. The woman with him
olaiined to be of southern parentage.

The 14 months-old child of Mr. and Mrs.
Newton Beck died at the home of its par
WILL OF AARON MRI.ICK
ents, on Coshocton avenue, Tuesday even
COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS.
The will of Aaron Melick was filed in ing, of brain trouble- The funeral will be
Chapman Stillwell then appointed the
Probate Court Thursday. It provides that held Thursday afternoon.
following committee on Resolutions:
all his property, real and personal, shall go
to his wife for her use during life. At har
Mr Janies Kelly has gone to Atlantic Holmes, W. C. Mackey; Knox, Clark Ir
PINKLEY.
vine; Morrow, A. A. Whitney; Wayne, A.
death the property is to be divided equally
City.
Christian Pinkley, one of the pioneer resi.
D.
Metz.
among Greenberry Melick, Drusella Horn, dents of Brown township, died July 21,aged
Mr. Meyers offered a motion that the
Mr. Hal Jennings is home from New
■ ENATOBIAL COMMITTEE.
Caroline Sellers, Emiline Denny, John D. 81 years- He was bom in Pennsylvania
matter of the height of the guard rails over
York.
The roll of counties was called and the
Melick, Noah Melick, Harrison Melick, October 13, 1615, and removed to this coun
the bridges on Vine, Gambier and High
Miss Frances Lippett is the gueetof friends following Senatorial Committee was re
James Melick, Madison Melick, Jefferson ty when he was a small boy. Mr. Pinkley
si reels, be referred to the street committee,
— Mrs. Julia Fredericks fell during a in Columbus.
ported: Holmes, Newton Stillwell, of Mil
Melick, Rebecca Ealey.or their heirs. Noah was twice married, first to Margaret Myers,
with power to see that they were raised to
fainting spell at her home on North Gay
Mrs. William George is the guest of her lersburg, and G. W. Luke, of Bertir; Knox,
and Harrison Melick are appointed execu November 8, 1836, one child, Mrs. L. E
the legal height.
street last week and fractured her left hip.
REPORTS OF CITY OFFICERS.
Clark Irvine and W. A. Wander, of Mt.
tors. The will is dated May 12, 1885, and Waltz, of Delta, being born. Mrs. Pinkley
On motion of Mr. Collins, adjournment
Owing to her advanced age, 80 years, her sons in Chicago.
In the absence of Clerk Chase, Mr. Ap
Mr. George Colville, of Columbus, spent Vernon; Morrow, C. L. Russell and W. C.
the witnesses are George W. Jones and John died in 1859 and a year later he married pleton was chosen Clerk pro tem.
was taken for four weeks.
recovery is doubtful.
Bennett, of Mt-Gilead: Wayne, M J. CarSunday in the city.
Throckmorton.
Martha Lybarger. Four children and the
The Mayor reported $35 collected in fines
— The organization of the t'erneau
Father Mulhane is absent f om the city roll, of Wooster, andC. J- Harold, of Dal
mother survive him. The funeral set vices and licenses. He also reported that he had
Masonic lodge was made in the hall of the
TWO LOST CHILDREN
ton
ELIAS RAMEY S WILL.
occurred Friday.
served notices on Mrs. Armstrong, S.
Knights of St. George, and not in K. of H. on a diocesan mission.
LAKE JONES* NAME PRESENTEDThe
will
of
Elias
Ramey
was
filed
Thurs

H. Israel and the heirs of Henry L. Curtis, Created Some Excitement Among the
M is*Cora Knott, of Newark, is the gueet
ENTRANCE TO SYCHAR
hall, as stated. The Knights of Honor re
The roll of counties wss called for the
day. His wife is to receive the entire in
deceased, to raise tl.eir pavements on the
vised to rent their hall to the organization. of Miss Adelaide Koons.
CARRIGAN.
alilleraburg Excursionists.
presentation of candidates, and there was A Business Man Earnestly Agitating come from his estate so long as she remains
Mrs. Ellen Carrigan, widow of the late north side of Sugar, north side of Burgess,
Prof. Reinlia t is expected to arriv^bome no response until Wayne was called, when
— Enter W. Tulloss, D., and W. L. Cary,
the Matter.
bis
widow.
At
the
death
of
his
wife,
or
in
Dennis Carrigan, an elderly and most estim and west aide of North Main, to grade with,
Hon. E. B. Eshelnian, the able editor of the
Jr., R., have received their commissions front the south this week.
case she marries, the two daughters, Salome
Two little tots, a youth in knickerbockers
in sixty days, or the same would be done
ANDREA ROAD RACE.
Mra. G- W. Bunn la visiting her daughter, Wayne County Democrat, took the stage,
A well known business man is authority aud Laura, are to have the household goods* able lady, died at the home of her daughter,
from the secretary of State as deputy sujterMrs. Thomas Lee, on North Sandusky by the city and charged up to the abutting and a flaxen haired sister, were the cause of
for
the
suggestion
that
an
entrance
should
visors of elections for this county. Mr. Mrs. H. S 8treeter, in Chicago.
and said:
family stores, horse and carriage, and $300 street, Monday afternoon. Her death was property.
considerable anxiety among the home going Between Thia City and Newark to Re
Tulloss succeeds Dr. A. T. Fulton on the
"Under much more favorable circum be constructed to the Camp 8ychar grounds. each in cash. The remainder of his estate
Congressman J. A. McDowell, of MllleraThe ordinance committee reported the passengers on the Millersburg excursion
due to exhaustion incident to old age, and
Run on Auguat 1H.
stances do the Democracy of the 17th-28tli His idea was that the entrance should not
board.
burg, was in the city Tuesday.
district meet to-day than they met two be a pretentious cue, but that it should be is to be divided among his three sens, Or was a great surprise and shock to her many bicycle ordinanoe back and it was read the that visited this city Friday. Inci
— Miss Mabel Hunt, daughter of J. Calvin
dentally they delayed the departure of
lando, Montgomery, and Charles
H* friends. During the day she appeared to be second time.
Mr. Will J. Henley, of Cleveland, is in years ego in Senatorial Convention. Hon.
Tha Andrea road race from this city to
I^cky Harper, who had ably represented in proper keeping with the extent and ob requests his wife to furnish the daughters a iu her usual spirits, the end coming sud
Hunt, of East Gambier street, received a the city the guest of his parents.
Mr. Bogardus called the light commit a passenger train twenty minutes.
Newark, for August 18, ia now assured.
thia joint district in the State Senate, and jects of the meetings held there. As it now home with her so long as they remain
prize of a handsome lady'e wheel Tuesday
The little ones had accompanied their The entry blanks are out and riders all
tee s attention to the present condition of
denly.
Miss Dollie Springer, of Mt. Gilead, is the who was the father of our Senatorial nom stands there is nothing to designate to the
morning which wai awarded her by the guest of Mr. and Mrs. < ha-les Bird.
single. His daughters, Salome and Laura,
inee, lay dead at his home in Mt. Vernon.
Mrs. Carrigan was born April 27, 1809, in the city lighting. He declared that the parents on the excursion. Part of the time over tha state are signifying their intention
uninformed
the
object
for
which
the
grounds
Cleveland Press in their recent word form
A lew weeks ago the wife of that distin
are appointed executrixes, no appraisement Kilkenny, Ireland, her maiden name being lights were not giving satisfaction, and they remained with the mother and part of participating. The race will be under
Miss Bessie Warrell. of Newark, is the guished man passed to her final rest, hon are locateding contest.
or bond being required. The will was sign
cited a light on Wooster avenue that does of the time with the other parent. When the directions of E. F. Ball, of Newark,
ored and beloved by all who knew her. It
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Dermody.
The entrance should, he thought, have ed December 7, 189), in the presence of Saunders. She was married to Dennis Car not burn all the time.
the crowd hoarded the cars to return to the
— The show at the park this week is giv
rigan and together they come to this coun
Is
fitting
that
we
drop
a
tear
of
sorrow
on
and will he a handicap affair. Prizes will
upon
it
the
proper
inscription,
which
would
Mr. William Ewing and Miss Isabel this occasion in honor of her memory and
Wm. A. Ackerman and L. B. Ackerman.
Mr. Doty, for the light committee, stated C., A.AC. depot, the little ones climbed be given for the winners of the race and al
ing excellent enteitaioment. The Electric
try in 1852. Three children survive her,
convey
all
that
was
necessary
to
any
one
Ewing,
are
in
Millersburg,
with
relatives.
also
in
honor
of
HonLecky
Harper.
aboard.
Their
parenU
were
separated,
that
he
had
seen
some
of
the
officials
of
Four, in their grotesque singing, are mak
Mrs. Thomas Lee, of this city, Michael Car
so for those making the best time over the
After referring to the vote of the district seeing it. There would be several advan
Col. L. G. Hunt wes in Columbns Tues
WILL OF CHRISTIAN FINKLEY.
ing a big hit. Edward Reynard is one ot
rigan, of Troy, N. Y., and James Carrigan, the lighting company and they had cheer coming in on different care, each thinking oourae, fifteen in all. For the best time, first
tages
in
this,
not
the
least
being
the
impres

the best ventriloquists in the business. The day on matters concerning the bridgeworks. for the last ten years, Mr. Eshelnian con sion it would make upon the thousands of
The last will of Christian Pinkley, of of Mansfield. Her husband died about six fully agreed to remedy any grievances that that the children were safe with the other. prize, an Andrea road racer, second prize,
are reported to them. Upon Mr. Doty's W hen the city was reached the children
sketch work of Gate and Trumball is far
Miss Katherine Corcoran is the gnest of tinued:
Jelloway,
was filed Tuesday, lie bequeathes years ago. 8be was a faithful member
year it is Wayne county’s turn for strangers who pass the gales every year on his wife, Martha Pinkley. lots 1, 2, 60, 61 the Catholic church in this city, being a motion, the Mayor wss instructed to hare alighted and wandered down West High set of tires: for the winner of the race, first
her sister, Mrs. Harry Crumley, of 8helby. the"Thia
above the averageprize, a $45 gold watch, with other prizes
8enntorship. It affords me infinite their way to Lake Hiawatha Park. It
the police keep a record of the condition of street.
— The Mt. Vernon Greys went to Bladens
Miss Avanelle Dyer, of near Gambier, is pleasure to present to your favorable con would be an advertisement, serving the and 62, all household furniture, and one true Christian lady.
ranging to $20. The start will be made at
The
mother
arrived
at
the
depot
first
and
The
funeral
service
will
be
held
at
St.
the
lights
for
the
next
thirty
days.
burg last Saturday and defeated that team in the city, visiting her uncle. Dr. T. L. sideration for tliat distinguished position, purpose of conveying information and at fifth of the products of the Fifer and Rine
the viaduct in this city and will end at the
the
name
of Mr. Lake F. Jones, of Woos
anxiously
awaited
the
arrival
of
her
hus

Vincent
de
Paul's
Catholic
church,
Thurs

Mr.
Collins,
for
the
committee
having
in
hart farms. His daughter, Lucinda Waltz,
by a score of 18 to 2. They will play a Ely.
court house in Newark.
ter. I do it in behalf of the 1,630 Demo the same time ergning in favor of the
is to receive 31 acres of land and $200 day morning at nine o'clock, by a Colum charge the gradiug of Coshocton avenue, band. She was greatly surprised when he
game at Riverside Park Thursday with the
Miss Ethel Clark, of Youngstown, is vis crat ic voters of Wayne county, who voted meetings held there.
appeared without the children. Then it
bus priest, sent here by Bishop Watterson asked and was granted further time.
Danville team, to which no admission will iting her mother, Mrs. L. M. Clark, In thia for him as their choice for 8tate Senator at
H. J. Heinz Vinegar
When asked what he thought would be Arthur Pinkley, a son, receives the home in the absence of Father Mulhane from
Mr. Doty asked whether the streets in was excitedly announced that two children
the primaries on the 5th day of June. He
farm,
a
part
of
the
Rachel
Bird
farm
and
be charged. A collection will be taken city.
Especially for putting up pickels bo
had to make a contest for the nomination. the probable cost of such an entrance the half of 62i acres in Ashland county. His the city. The interment will be in Calvary Riverside addition extended through to the had been lost, and a number started up
among the audience to defray the necessary
will not spoil, just the rightstrength
Miss Mabel Hess, of Chicago, is visiting Three other Democrats of ability and dis business man said he thought it could be daughters, Emma Ross and Eda Dalong.are cemetery.
boulevard, and was informed by the Civil street in search of them. After exploring they
at Warner W. Miller’s.
expenses.
as legislators sought the nomina constructed for $500. He had been earnest
Miss Jeannette Rosenthall, East High tinction
the
city
to
some
distance
they
discovered
Engineer
that
they
did,
while
those
in
tion with industrious zeal, yet he won by a ly agitating the subject and hoped to see given the Norrick farm jointly. To Jay
— In the libel suit against Editor Ickes, street.
HOLD YOUR WOOL.
Park addition open into an alley. The the little wanderers and returned them to
plurality of 622. His merits as a man and
For Rent.
Pinkley he gives the Rinehart farm in
of the Tribune, at Newark the jury
qualifications
for the position were put to the some favorable action taken by the board of Brown township and half of 62} acres in
matter of opening these streets was refer their parents. The train pulled out after
Miss McCracken, of Mt. Gilead, is the
My Frame House, located on
brought in a verdict of guilty last Friday. guest ol Mrs- Warner Armstrong, of East fullest teat. Yet be won by a plurality of trustees at their annual meeting this year.
having been delayed nearly half an hour North Mulberry street, containing 9
Ashland county. At the death of bis wife AsThereisa Shortage iu Australia red to the street committee.
622. Need I say more? Mr. Lake F. Jones
The suit grew out of a card published in
by the occurrence.
rooms, grates, gaa. hydrant and cistern
High street.
and Prices Will Go Up.
is
not
a
Chesterfield,
I
admit;
but
while
a
the
five
town
lots
bequeathed
to
her
shall
which grave redactions were made against
commoner, and *to the manner born,’ he
in yard. Stable, &c.
REPUBLICAN GETS CITY PRINTING.
Mr.
Roll
Arnold
has
been
spending
the
be
sold
and
the
proceeds
divided
among
his
('apt. W, C. Lyon, editor of the American,
will always grace the Senatorial chamber in
Howard Harper.
WORKS ALL RIGHT.
The printing committee reported the bids
Ihe price of wool is bound to go ap sev
three daughters. Arthur Pinkley. is ap
Sales By the Sheriff.
a rival Republican organ. The case will be past week the guest of Miss Nannie Israel, a manner that will honor the 17th-28th dis
Enquire at Banner office.
for
the
city
printing,
and
they
were
opened
eral
notches,
not
on
account
of
the
high
pointed executor. The will was executed
at Millwood.
trict.
Saturday, July Slat; 27 scree in Clinton
appealed.
"He is neither a millionaire or plutocrat. Messrs. Hains anti Ralston’s Bicycle May 2, 1894, In the presence of T. L. Mix tariff, bnt by reason-of the fact that there is and read by the Clerk. The first was that township; appraised at $2,800; suit of Geo.
Miss Katharine Garvey, of Cleveland, Neither
Until March 15th, a discount ot 20
was
Webster
or
Clay.
He,
in
finan

— Dick Smith, the Columbus pitcher just
a shortage in Australia because of droughts. of the News, in which they agreed to pub W. Bunn A Son vs. Anna M. Crumley and per cent, on all fancy china and cut
and R. L. Vincent.
spent Sunday in the city, the guest of Mrs. cial affairs, has not been thrifty. Neither
Reducing Gear
home from Dubuque, has this to say in the
lish
ail
legal
notices
required
by
the
city
As
the
autumn
lambing
season
in
Australia
glass at Frank L. Beam’s.
were those distinguished statesmen. He is
other?; I-ewis B. Houck attorney.
Journal of Wednesday: "<'antillon, Dundon L. M. Clark.
will be a failure, wool next year will com for the next year, in their daily once and
WILL OF MARY* M'GRATH.
not given to poetry and many a young man
Saturday, July 31, lot 57 in Danville; ap
Mr.
Bonce
Pell,
of
Londonvllle,
was
the
can out quote him from Shakespeare, Mil- Proves to Be All That Its Inventor
and Wolverton are playing a great game of
in their semi-weekly edition twice for thir praised at $725; suit of-the H.B. & L Co.
Rogers A Bros., silver plated ware,
The will of Mary McGrath, of Gambier, mand a still higher price.
ball for Dubuque and I think Dundon and gnest of Miss Stella Sapp, East Gambier ton, Byron and poets of lesser note; bnt
A correspondent of the Chicago Record at ty cents per legal Equare for the first inser against Emily Crilchfield. Dwight E. Sapp, the Wm. Rogers MTg. Co., silver plated
was
filed
Tuesday.
It
is
short
and
pointed.
Hoped
—
Given
a
Test
in
This
when
it
comes
to
lands,
herds,
cattle,
sheep
ware at Beam’s. You can take your
Wolverton w.ll be in demand by strong street, Sunday.
tion, and twenty cents for each subsequent attorney.
and alt that pertains to the farm and the
She gives all her property of every descrip Helena, Montana, writing under date of
City Monday.
choice, both makes guaranteed.
Mr. 8im Rymer, of Bradford Junction, farmers' needs, none is more thoroughly at
teams next season. Wolverton is fielding
insertion. The Republican bid eight ceuts
July
19
regarding
the
wool
prospects
in
that
tion to her niece, Eleanor May Irvine. The
Saturday, August 7th; about 100 acres in
finely at third base, and will come close to formerly in the drug business in this city, home. In him, the farmer and the work
per square, and upon motion of Mr. Ran
will was signed June 9, 1897, in the pres legion, concludes with the following bit of
Jefferson township; appraised at $1,900;
ingman have always a true friend and
leading the league as a batter."
was here Tuesday.
som,
the
contract
was
awarded
to
them.
information
which
will
be
of
interest
to
championsuit of John B. Date va. James W. Baker
L. A. Hains and W. H. Ralston, the in ence of Andrew and Cora Bickel.
The Banner, refusing to be a party to the
wool growers generally:
Miss Elta Sanderson, of Delaware, was
While Mr- Lake F. Jones has not (locks ventors and patentees of the reducing gear
— A team of horses attached to a carriage
and others; W. H. Thompson, attorney.
NERVES TIRED?
herds to be prond of, be has one source
The reports of the terrible drought in guerrilla methods of Council, submitted
containing Mr. and Mrs. Mill and Miss the guest of her grandfather, Mr. William and
EPILEPSY CASK.
for bicycles, which waa fully explained in
of
pride
more
precious
than
cargoes
of
i
nAustralia,
from
the
effects
of
which
the
the
following:
Sanderson,
last
week.
TRY
Margaret Fluckey, of Cardington, and Mrs.
bies or diamonds or gold. He has a wife the Banner at the time the patent wa* ap
Hearing in the case of epilepsy against sheep are dying by the thousands, lead the
Mt. Vernon, O., July 26,1897.
Mr. Will I Tompkins, of the Dotroit who is an honor to her sex and the gloiy plied for, have received their model and Frances Eva Graff, daughter of Hezekiah sheep-growers of the northwest to ant ci- To the Committee
Jacob B. Bockoven, of this city, frightened
on Printing:
pate still better prices and brighter
at an electric car at Academia Thursday Evening Journal, was the guest of Miss of his household. He has two daughters now have it on exhibition in this city.
Gentlemen—The Bannxb will not en
Graff, was had iu Probate court Tuesday days for 1898. T. C. Power, tlie President
who
are
an
ornament
to
society
—
one.
as
a
gage
in
a
cut-throat
controversy over the
evening, one of the horses in its plunges Anna liger, this week.
The gearing was made at the shops of the morning. The medical examination was of the Montana Wool-Growers association,
wife, makes happy the home of a merchant.
printing- We would be very glad to
falling into a ditch beneath the buggy.
Mrs. Henry Rogers and little daughter, The other, as a wife, maxes happy the home II. A. Ixizier Co, in Toledo, and attached conducted by Dr. L. W. Armentrout and has been studying the situation and, de city
publish the city printing, and thus give
None of the occupants were injured, but the Caroline, of Chicago, are the guests of Mr. of a judge. He has, also, a Bon, honest, to one of the 1897 Cleveland frames. The disclosed that she is subject to nervous siring to get reliable data upon the subject wider publicit)' to matters that are of much
capable, indnstrions, self-sustaining and wheel with the gearing attached presents a
aside from that furnished by market re concern to taxpayers and the people gener
harness and carriage were badly wrecked.
It is a good refreshing drink
and Mrs. E. O. Arnold.
spasms. She is 39 years old and nnmarried- ports, wrote to the United States depart
anxious to attain to distinction.
and would do so for a reasonable com
after a bicycle ride.
A man surrounded by such happy home neat and artistic appearance. Aside from Her first attack occurred four years ago, op ment of agriculture for information regard ally,
Mr. James Carrigan and family, of Mans
— Mr. 8am Peterman on Wednesday
pensation;
but
we
do
not
care
to
be
a
party
WEEK
JULY
26th.
Sold at
cannot fail to make a most wor being clumsy, as some thought it would be, to which time she was of good health, the ing the prospects for wool in Australia. In to a slashing of prices to a |>oint that takes
morning received a photo of the survivors field, were called here Monday by the death influences
thy State Senator. Therefore, with pleas it is really an advantage over the other
tlie reports furnished him it is stated that away all'profit, prompted alone in so doing The following Excellent and Kenned
HARRY
M. GREEN’S
cause
of
her
affliction
being
unknown.
The
of the class of ’47, ot Jefferson college, Can of Mra. Dennis Carrigan.
nre, I execute the wish of the Democracy of
the conditions prevailing throughout south
Attract ions:
Soda Fountain.
onsburg, Pa., sent him by his father-luMiss Reppa Larimore, of Chillicothe, is Wayne county in nominating to this con gear, by adding strength to the parts where papers in the case have been forwarded to and western Australia, New South Wales,
S)>ecUl engagement of American Vocal
LOCAL GRAIN MARKET.
law, Judge John Adams, who is there at visiting her cousin, Miss Elizabeth Lari vention for State Senator of the 17th-28th the gearing is brazed to the frame. The the State Hospital at Gallipolis and the un Queensland and Victoria are most alarming
Eccentrics,
district. Mr. Lake F. Jones, of Wooster.
model arrived in the city Morday and was fortunate lady will be taken there as soon aud in many parts of the country are be
tending the class reunion. There are eleven more, North Main street.
"Last November. Wayne county gave to placed on exhibition at Mr. Ralston’s office
coming desperate
Corrected weekly by the North-West 4—The Electric Comedy-4
as the authorities decide to admit her.
survivors, and each was presented with a
The eheep districts in particular are suffer*
Mrs. Dettra will visit Mrs. Thos. Canning the great William Jennings Bryan a ma
ing terribly, as, excepting along the coast, ern Elevator A Mill Co.
cane by Dr. James D. Dickson, a member and other friends for a couple of weeks be jority of 1209 over Hon. William McKinley, on 8outh Mi in street, where it attracted no
GEO. KERR. DICK CHALFANT. GEO.
Jr., for President of the United States. We end of attention. It was suspended in the
the drought baa assumed alarming propor Wheat (old)....................... .............. G5
FOR DRUNKENNESS.
of the class. The canes were made from a
GALE and ED. KERR.
fore locating in Columbus.
hope to do better than that for the Demo air and started to running. When the ap
tions, being described by the old residents Wheat (new)................... .................. 65
As the Bicycle Serenaders.
tree that formerly stood on the college
Eva Haves, through her attorneys. D. F. as the worst on record. Farmers are unable Corn...................................... ...........
cratic
ticket
in
November.
With
this
25
Mr. H. H. Purviance is in Kenova, W. thought io the forefront, I beseech yon, my pliance for reducing the gear was applied,
campus.
and J. D. Ewing, has commenced suit to plow and the wheat prospects for J898
15
First appearance of the original noveltj*,
Va., where he has accepted a position with fellow Democrats, give unto Mr. Lake F. the change was made in an easy and smooth against James M. Hayes for divorce. By are reported to be already seriously de Oats...................................... ...........
Taylor’sDiadem Flour........ ........... $1.25
—E 8. Graham, a well known farmer the Noolk A Wntern railroad.
preciated.
Where
sheep
are
not
dying
out

Jones an enthusiastic nomination."
manner. There-as no jerking or strain, her petition she alleges that they were
“
Best Flour............. .......... 1.15 EDWARD REYNARD.
right they ere being kept alive on scrub cut
living two milet north of the city on the
All through the presentation speech of the shift being gradual and even. The
Rev.Smythe.of the Episcopal church .starts
married in this county on October 29, 1891, especially for them. From every portion Bran, per ton....................... ........$ 10.00
A Ventriloquist, introducing the Yellow
Wooster road, fell from the top of a new
Mr. Eshelnian, he was interrupted with wheel is geared to 84 and when the shilt
Kid of Hogan's Alley.
and that two children were born. She of the colonies it is reported that the au Shorts, per ton..................... ........ 10.00
barn he was erecting, last Thursday, and on his vacation next Monday. The Sunday frequent outbursts of applause.
tumn
lambing
season
must
be
a
complete
was applied it reduced the gear to 42.
Cash paid for wheat.
charges
him
with
habitual
drunkenness,
school
will
be
closed
during
August.
The refined society sketch artists,
terribly injured himself. He was at the
failure.
Judge Irvine, of Knox, and ex-Senator
Monday evening Mr. Ralston had a well
Is always on
One of the reports reads- "The present
Mr. Bayers Clarke and family, of St. Beebe, of Morrow, seconded the nomina known young bicycle rider of the city take failure to provide, and cruelty. Wherefore,
top of (lie barn adjusting a pulley for mow
Gale
and Trumboll,
LOCAL
NOTICES
she asks that he may be restrained f om dis. drought stands out conspicuously from
ing hay, when he slipped nod fell to the Jobos, Mich-, are the gnesta of Mr. and Mra* tion in happily-put speeches.
Our
English
Cousin.
the wheel upon the roads for a practical posing of any of the household property, nearly all of its predecessors by reason of
tap at our
floor, alighting on his feet. The ligaments John M. Blocher, West High street.
Spring Chlckeiu Wanted
On motion of James Allison, of Holmes, test, and found that it worked beautiftilly,
the wide range of country it takes in.
Seventh week of the Favorites,
on his ankles were torn loose in such a
Mr. George Dunham spent Sunday with the nomination, of Mr. Jones was made by and in all reapeds as claimed for it. The and that she may be divorced, given ali Previous droughts usually have been con At Warnfr W. Miller’s.
fountain.
mony and the custody of the child"en.
fined, more or less, to certain districts, but
manner as to entirely disable him, besides Mr. Will Clarke. Mr. Dunham will depart acclamation.
BAKER A LYNN,
appliance for making the shift was operated
this
time
the
area
affected
is
so
large
that,
Galvanic Soap. Galvanic Soap.
badly stoving him.
Try our
for the Alaskan gold fields this week.
SENATOR JONES NOTIFIED.
in the absence of rain before the winter sets
And Stock Company.
by the foot, having been attached in that
NEW cases.
Try it for general use and you will use
in, grave fears are entertained that the
On motion of Jacob F. Marchant, of manner by the Ixizier people, and was
The engagement of a prominent East
— A wreck occurred on the B. A 0. at
CHOCOLATE
Bertha A. Boner on Thursday filed a suit losses of sheep and cattle will be such as to no other. Only 5 cents a cake at Warner
Utica Thursday moruiDg, occasioned by the Front street young gentleman and an East Wayne, the following committee was ap found not to be as convenient as desired,
break all previous records.’’
W. Miller’s.
against
Abner
8.
Kirby
for
$136
due
on
pointed
to
notify
Mr.
Jones
of
his
nomina

and on Tuesday Mr. Hains took tlie ma
Owners of one of the finest estates in
south bound local running ioto a freight Vine street society belie is being gossiped
AND CREAM.
promissorj* not?. F. V. Owen is attorney South Australia have just been compelled to
tion. and to request bis presence before the
that was just pulling off the siding. The
Linoleum
at
Beam
’
s
12
feet
wide.
Performance
E
ery
Evening
at
S
•
’
dock
sharp.
Mr. H. C. Devin left for Wawasee, Ind., convention: Holmes, D. T.8impson;Knox, chine to his shop where he is attaching
It
is
excellent.
truck
10,000
of
their
sheep
to
tha
far
north,
for plaintiff.
engine of the local was thrown over and Wednesday, for a short visit with Mrs.
device that may be operated by the hand.
to the salt-bush country, because they were
Admission at Gates, fi cents.
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several cars wrecked. Engineer Frank Devin, who is spending the summer at W. A. Wander; Morrow, W. O. Beebe;
nnable to keep them from starvation at
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THE RESOLUTIONS.
A ministers license has been issued to
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very
Mr. and Mrs Edward Millard and Miss
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JOHN T. BAKER
partial relief, except in the western districts
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COMING EVENTS.
George Canning has been appointed and feed is becoming exceedingly scarce.
had been suggested that a company might
conductor Q. W. Smith, with engineer
our platform of principles, the platform
Thursday. July 29. Excursion from Dan
The Australian papers state that it is now dishes and house fhrnishing goods.
David Peepers at the throttle.
Mrs. E. C. McConnel and daughter re adopted by the Democratic National Con be formed in this city for the manufacture guardian of Joseph C. Gordon Jr., giving almost a foregone conclusion that there will
ville.
Sunday. August 1. Sunday concert. Free
of the gearing, to be sold to the different $3,000 bond with Thomas C. Canning, Wm be a serious shortage of wool, whether the
East Side Public Square.
New things in dishes, pretty decora gates. Free seat*.
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The heirs of Henry L. Curtis have agreed only’ on accout of the greot loss of lambs
ing can be attached to any wheel, the idea
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sell excursion tickets to Nashville, Tenn., vine Forbing.
The above resolution was adopted, after is a good one, and if the benefits are to upon Harry C. Devin as administrator and and sheep, of which it is stated to be alto than ever before. Have a look at them
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MARRIAGE LICENSES.
Invitations have been issued for the mar" United States Senats, we therefore heartily
til November 9, 1807.
growers arc anticipating much higher prices
Baby carriages in great variety; cele
Mr. Thomas Hunt, the well known As
don’tjlast long.
E. O. Arnold.
endorse the candidacy of that talented aud
Nasa McCurdy Hilton and Hannah Fields next year.
brated Whitney make. Best carriage
— The Pittsburg Post says: "The pres riage of Miss Cora E. Brown, daughter of courageous statesman, who will always sessor of the First ward, was painfully in
J. A. Weigand and Bessie Lauderbaugh.
Mr. E. H. Brown, of East Chestnut street,
Ficture Frames made to order at made. Prices lowest. E. O. Arnold.
stand ready to defend the people against jured at the farm of John Keller, five miles
ent Baltimore A Ohio management ought
Charles E Htrris and Ola V. Giauque.
to Mr. G. Melville Fleming, on Thursday oppression by the money power, General A westof the city, Monday evening. He had
Frank L. Beam’s.
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Don’t forget that the finest line, larg
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repainting and remodeling of the rolling Cardington, drove to the city, Tueaday. t) notify Mr. Jones of his nomination, ap entering, the horse started suddenly and
until you look at Arnold’s
Mason and Lighting Self-sealers at
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stock the Baltimore A Ohio has earned and are the guests ot Misses Mary and peered on the stage with that gentleman, threw him beneath the wheels, which pass 27 acres in Jefferson, $540.
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Window shades in the new colors and
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Baltimore A Ohio has the finest trains enter D. O., is expected to arrive home next week the convention. When the convention
A special offer of solid oak curtain poles
Edwin C. Mahaffey to Hugh L Mahaffey,
at 25 cents in latest style small pole.
ing the building the managers ought to be for a visit with his parents, Mr. and Mra. J. had quieted down Mr. Jones spoke as fol the faithful horse continued its journey and
stopped at Mr. Keller's home, where the prr.'el in Norton’s north wes’ern addition to
In Alaska.
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elated. The praise given the Baltimore A G. Stevenson, of East High street.
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Mr.,Ed ward Goodman, of Ithaca, New
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Superior workmanship and lowest
and exteriorly. The locomotives, too, are York, a nephew of Capt. Zilinsky, the in Convention: I thank you—I sincerely of this city, summoned, who, upon exami. et al., L34 acres in Clinton township, $20C>| the rich discoveries of gold in the Klondyke
frames fitted to your face at
Isaac Roberts to Alice O. Van Nostrand, valley. By a letter received by his family in
prices. 407 West Vine St.
the finest to be seen in Chicago. Engine ventor of the pneumatic gun of the dyna thank you—for the honor you have so nation discovered that three ribs had been
kindly conferred on me today. This is fractured besides internal injuries.
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Eliza C. Roberta to Alice O. Van Nostrand Hersb had left Emmett, Idaho, for Alaska
Mr. Hunt is still lying at the home of Mr.
and others of the samo class, are the moat chitect of note, has been the guest of Mr. over this audience and see so many men
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clearing sj^c—rolls 35c wall paper
a,tractive and perfect machines running In and Mrs. A. Rosenthall, of East Vine street, that I know now. and whose fathers and Keller, and it will be some days before he 88 acres in Miller, $603.
grandfathers, and some whose great-grand can be removed to this city.
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A Builder’s Experience.

George Bernard Shaw, whose absurd
attacks on Shakespeare in the London
“Saturday Review” have attracted re
newed attention to him, is one of tho
most brilliant of Ixmdon journalists.
He is an Irishman, and therefore by
nature a wit, a music critic, a dramsti.-t, ft v.-g. Lilian and a total alwtainer
“d-

Valualdo Muquscripta.

Sir Walter Scott's mppiiflcript ftf ‘‘The
Lady of the Lake1 has just been sold in
London for $6,450: 30 years ago it
briuigh- 'll"- inasiu-cript of
“(fid Mortality{qr. $.:’^ooo,,. Uml
Ncison’s autograph memoir of his own

KICHKftT FAMILY.
Seventeen itliliionw Per Year and an
Estate «,r ill,000.000 Acres

[Ixtuiluit Times.]

Contagious B’ood Poison lias been ap
he civilized world haw its attention tlip Klondyke,Kantps. Jf at. the last
Tljf}, Junes c()rtot'pun(leat in St. Peters
propriately called the curse of mankind.
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virulent form, resulting in a total
private journal begun in 1787. “The
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Udney Y. Wilson Was Near Death’s Door. Doctors What is said to be the finest and most Edinburgh Commonplace Bonk” brought from the civil list,which usually ambunts more
wreck of the system.
mercial Company’s steamers will not l»e
|f the matter is left to tho transportaMr...Prank B.» Martin, a prominent,
costly saddle in America is owned by $1/'15. Fight niftnuficiiple of A. C. to £1,500,000 a year, lait which may; of
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jeweler a,t 926 I’ensylvania, Ave., Wash
a'|le to carry a tenth of the hordes now ti<«i and trading companies the supply,
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